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FOR STATEHOOD, ANDREWS

ID

THE STRAIGHT REPUBLICAN TICKET

YOUR BUTY TOMORROW

SOME CANDID WORDS TO
VOTERS FOR TOMORROW'S

CiMutl

IS

CLOSED

OVER

WMU

GREAT ELECTION CONTEST

NATIONAL
ELECTION 01)

New York Is Greatly In Doubt Forty Two States Will Cast
Eoth parties Indulging
the Votes of the People
In Bluff Claims.
Tomorrow.

Red
Review of the Party of
form Which Displays the Democrat
Donkey in Its Disguise.
Self-Calle-

PRESIDENT WANTS HOUSE

m

fMfiROH,

held and burkhart are working hard

office-hunte-

rs

'

office-seeker-

BIG RALLY

ROUSING

SUCCESS

ATTEMPT TO BREAK
UP REPUBLICAN MEETING,

HOOOLC'MS

BUT FAILED.

The republican rally held, at the
corner of TUilroad avenue and Second
street Saturday night, at which the
speakers addressed seeral thouiand
enthusiastic people who gathered to
hear them from a furniture float, in
the glittering rays of a genuine, old
time camp meeting log bonfire, was a
close parallel to the big ratification
meeting held in the same place two
years ago in honor of the republican
success n that occasion, when the
whole ticket was elected by
majorities. The crowd was
so lmmectt- - that it filled the entire
square and kept several policemen
open.
busy keeping the crossings
Several Times during the two hours
the speeLraaking continual the way
had to be cleared so that the street
cars could pass.
Cheer after cheer
lollowrtd i he speakers' attacks upon
the Morning Fakir Journal and its
method of falsifying facts, and the
statements of truths regarding the
presr-u- '
i.vna'srii and eulogies upon
over-whelmi- a

.

for the "honor" of the position; you
know that Neil B. Field is not. Issuing
from the stump the clarion call of the
people s ticket as an altruistic pa
triot. It you are familiar with looul
political sentiment, you know it is the
first time in years that the demo
cratic party in Bernalillo county has
had an opportunity to figure in a contest, even in a minor role. Y'ou know
its leaders are making the most of
the opportunity not to win for democratic principles, but to disrupt the
republican party to "work" the people's ticket following for what, it is
worta, to enlist you, Mr. Reader, 'to
asslRt democratic prestige.
When growing dissension In the
democratic party over the exposure of
Marron's scheme to gobble county
funds could not longer be pacified, the
"boss played his trump card forced
the people's ticket to send out the
ballots bearing the Larrazolo sticker
and you, Mr. Reader, are counted on
9s the victim. And along with your
Larrazolo stickers you find a heaven
ly paean chiming the siren song of
t,
reform,
. In, the rural precincts you will find
little effort has been made by the
people's party leaders to interest
Voters who would
statehood vote.
not acept a ballot bearing the Larra
zolo sticker were given one bearing
no name. Delegate W.;
was ruled out. Why? You can draw
your owh conclusions as to the real
political complexion of the people's
ticket. Y'ou can judge for yourself
who Is In control of the ticket on the
eve of election the bolting republi
cans or O. X. Marron, democratic
"boss." Y'ou will not have to seek far
to ascertain the principles Involved
the real leaders have played their
hand democracy Is being whipped
into line "reform" has melted to an
indiscernible echo, and "democracy
waves rampant
in
lor democrats
stead.
If you have been influenced by the
claims of the people's ticket candi
dates, ask yourself whether you have
been convinced by logic or prejudiced
by plausible claims and unconfirmed
accusations. As an intelligent "voter,
sophisticated In the ways of politics.
you have hardly accepted the once
foisted banner of reform at its face
value. You have seen the most ques
tionable methods, petty politics, in
compatible
alliances,
unwarranted
personalities indulged In the name
of reform and pure politics. Through
all the vituperation, appeals, subter
d
fuge and
scheming, have
you been given one iota of logical ar
gument sufficient to justify you in de
serting republican principles, to en
dorse the ambitions of Jesus Romero,
the record of Perfecto Armljo and a
s,
now
coterie of
In
power, whose administration has cost
the county more than ever before in
its history. Can you support tne vaunt
ed chicanery of "Boss" O. N. Marron
lend your suffrage to add to the pres
tige of the democratic party and its
leaders for a dainty
d
flower of "reform'
which faded, shriveled and died be
fore the scathing light of honest inspection, and has been ground to dust
beneath the heel of democratic boss- tsui?
anti-graf-

boss-Imbue-

office-seeker-

office-hungr-

sweet-scente-

the candidates of both tickets.
Hon. T. N. Wilkerson, candidate
for delegate to the constitutional con
vention, presided over the meeting.
Hon. W. B. Childers, who will rep
resent Bernalillo county In the upper
house of the next territorial legisla
ture, was the first speaker and made
an earnest appeal to republicans to
support the party ticket and gave
some very Interesting facts about
some of O. N. Marron's star candi
dates. Hon. Nestor Montoya, republi
can candidate for probate clerk, fol
lowed Mr. Childers, and the meeting
closed with a few well chosen re
marks by Mr. Wllkersim.
On several occasions the meeting
was disturbed by hoodlums sent
there for the purpose by the opposition ticket, but only one arrest re
sulted, the speakers pleading wlin
the police to be as lenient as possi
ble, as the men making the noise
were only stents and not the actual
disturbers. One arrest, however, wag
maae.
otto Klelnwort interrupt
Mr. Montoya in a very noisy and rude
una
naa to be taken In charge
iiiuuner
by the police and removed from the
street. At the jail he was released
on bond to appear in police court on
w eilnesilay.
It was reported today that Klein
wort, on seeing the pile of wood for
a bonfire, declared that he would kill
the man who set fire to It, and when
he became obstreperous Officer Smith
priHiiptly took charge of him.
The
officer did his duty.

sH'CLOCK

BETWEEN

IN HARMQNYWiTH HIMSELF

A.

H.

AND SIX

I!

P,

Statehood Will Fail in Arizona by Number of Special Tickets in Ail
the States b Unusually Large t
Molarity 15 Per Cent-W- ill
" and Varied. '
'
Carry in New Mexico.

It Is Merely to Disrupt the Republican Party and Open the
Way For Democrat Success In
the Future.
To Voters:
For three weeks you have heard the
arguments of both sides In the present
political contest in Bernallillo county.
Many of you aa later comers to the
city have Been argumentative methods which have aroused your wonder
and disgust. You have seen honest
names dragged in the filth of the gutter, men of eminent respectability and
unquestioned Integrity maligned and
slandered day after day because
they dared to stand out against prejudice and cheap sophistry for the
principles of the republican party.
Where no argument existed you have
seen slander foisted in its stead not
to convince you, but to excite your
;
prejudice.
You have been told to vote down
the republican party in toto because
of a personal fight on one man, wno is
not a candidate; you have seen a
newspaper prostitute its news columns and subsidize its editorial ut
terances to a clique of
in the name of reform. Your sym
pathles have been worked on by
s
who have laughed, behind your back at your gullibility a
of politicians, quarreling
coterie
among themselves, the members of
which are complaining bitterly among
their friends that the campaign con
tributiona levied on t.hem (in the
name of reform) have been more than
they could make out of the offices.
You have Keen the chairman of the
board of county commissioners usurp
the power- to appoint all the election
judges from among his own political
adherents. You saw the same order
promulgated (and rescinded after a
storm of public disapproval) in appointing the registration board of one
of the city's precincts.
On the peopled ticket ballots distributed lant week you saw the order of candidates names changed to
Hunsacrifice a native candidate.
dreds of you received a ballot from
the people's ticket headquarters bearing the sticker of Larrazolo, democratic candidate for delegate to congress an attempt to throw your entire vote, against tne republican party.
You saw o. N. Marron, democratic
"boss," p'ace his business partner,
John Benven, on the people's ticket,
in oriit r that the bank of which Marron is president might increase its
deposits with the funds of the treasYou saw the "reform"
urer's office.
dement seize enthusiastically upon
this opportunity, tainted with the
graft of political bossism, to strengthen its showing with democratic voteB.
Y'ou have seen the incongruous spectacle of O. N. Marron, Summers Burk-ha- rt
and Nell B. Field working harmoniously for three weeks in the
interests if reform? if you know the
history of these politicians you can
appreciate the ludlcrousness of the
question you know why Marron.
Burkhart and Field have deserted
Their law offices and are working like
Trojans you know why they have
forced the bolters to send broadcast
the ballots bearing the Larrazolo
sticker you know why they are trying- to rob Andrews of the republican
vote, and cut down the credit to the
republican party on the statehood
vote. You know Marron is not a boss

WORM

LAHD

Washington, Nov. 5. The weather
bureau at noon today issued the fol
lowing special election day forecast:
Fair weather and moderate temper.
autre indicated for Tuesday generally
over tne eastern half of the country
and also the middle western and
southwestern states. Rain in Minne
sota and Dakota and rain or snow and
colder in Wyoming, Motaaa and cen
tral Washington and Oregon.

ESKILSEN WILL RETURN

L

IN A

OF SAILORS OVER

FEW DAYS.
PAID

MONEY

Was Overcome Only by the An Alabama tshioV Is Faur.d
Short by Some Thousands
Fixed Bayonets of
of Dollars.
Superior Force.
j

j

CASHIER SUICIDES BUT
BATTLESHIP'S SCREW
BOOKS ARE ALL RIGHT
DREW STEAMER MONROE
5. The
Eng.. Nov.
Portsmouth,
mutinous outbreak of 000 sailors last
night necessitated the mobilization of
the entire force in tne naval barracks
here to prevent the affair from developing into a serious mutiny. The
men were assembled In the gym-- 1
nasium when the senior officer, a man
of short stature, wishing the admiral
to reprimand them for a breach of
discipline, ordered the front ranks to
kneel so he could see the men in the
rear. The order was resented and
some of the sailors who refused were
Their aggrieved comrades
arrested.
ran amuk, wrecked the canteen and
other premises and only subsided
when the fixed bayonets of an overwhelming force met them. A number
of arrests were made.

EXPLAINED

COLLISION

VIRGINIA

j

ALABAMA

AND MONROE.

1 1

bank
at Monroevllle, has been
checked short $22,115, according to a
report received by State Bank Examiner Rutledge.
COMMITTED SUICIDE 'WITH
HIS ACCOUNTS ALL RIGHT.
Sioux Falls, S. D., Nov. 6. Cashier
Van Dervoort, of the Lake Side bank
and Lake Andes, S. D., committed suicide today by shooting. i,.s accounts
are said to 13 all light.

1

1

CASHIER SHORT

BY $22,000 In ACCOUNTS.
Montgomery, Ala., Nov. 5. Cashier
H. C. Debolse, of the Monroe county

!

Washington, Nov. 5. The report of
Captain Seaton Schroeder, command-upon the
Virginia,
lng the battleship
.
.. .
T ,.
I
111.1
..u -cue
wiu
collision
ui lam iuutii wiiu
minion line steamer Monroe, last Saturday, was received today.
The rewas
port shows that the Monroe
drawn Into the port quarter of the
battleship by the suction screws of
he latter and that the damage to the
battleship is slight.

5. J.
Chicago,
Nov.
Christian
Eskllsen, supreme treasurer of the
Danish Brotherhood of America, who
had been missing since October 20,
has been heard from, according to a
statement made by his wife.
It Is
expected that he will return in a few
days and adjust his financial affairs.
His wife declines to say where her
husband has been.
The discrepancy
is about $15,000, as found from the
accounts of Eskilsen, and satisfactory
arrangements for the adjustment of
the tangle were made Saturday.

A

'

MODESTO ORTIZ DENIES
EMPLOYMENT AGENT TO
FACE CHARGE OF PEONAGE
THAT HE CHANGED
New York, is'ov. B. An employment
agent named Sigmund S. Schwartz,
who runs an employment agency at
H. B. FERGUSSON'S
BALLOT
283 Bowery, Is at present awaiting
THE CHARGE IS A CAMPAIGN
trial, the grand Jury in this city hav
ing returned a true bill against him
LIE.
ou a charge of peonage. In the meantime License Commissioner John N.
Bogert has revoked the employment
I
hav
read the statement
agency license of Schwartz, who daily
mude in this morning's Journal
promising
advertises for laborers,
that I told Mr. H. B. Fergusson,
them a hlgn rate of wage and transto his face, sometime after the
portation expenses.
The grand jury
general election of l'.mO, that
had evidence adduced to show that
while acting as one of the Judges
Schwartz sent a hatch of Italian and
of election in precinct No. 13, old
Irish laborers to Maytown and Buffalo
town, I had changed his ballot
They were put on
Bluff, la Florida.
cast, as I support- for the demo- board a ship sailing from here and
cratic ticket, for a republican
They
were landed at Jacksonville.
ticket, which statement is noth- were then forced to work In the turlng more nor tats than a cam- pentine swamps, and any time a man
palga lie, published for the pur- tried to escape from this humiliating
poaes and ends of the Journal if
degradation he was caught by colored
and the ticket It is now support- overseers and brought back at lae
ing. I never made any such
point of a pistol. It has been stated
statement to Mr. Fergusson or
that Schwarts has for years traded in
anybody else and I know that
human 4lood. A confrere of his, a
the xentletnan alluded to will
man who callg himself Harry Hertz,
not say so. The Journal is ds- is also in prison here, charged with
perate and lies right and left to
sending women to private families as
try a ud prejudice voters in this
servants without investigating their
election. As to my removal as
characters.
road superintendent of precinct
13 I will only say that the same
Government Takes Railroads.
was brought alxm:. not through' if
Yokahama, Nov. 5. In accoroanee;
with the bill punned by both houses j incompetency or any other prov-echarge, but to satisfy the old
of the diet In March last, the govern- town loss, Jesus Romero, and ap- nient today has taken over the six
point In my place oue of his own
private railroads In the country. The
liriirhmeii and supporters.
purchase
sum of the
aggregate
I remain, yours truly,
amounts to $1 3.0uOmj. In the f !
MODKKTO C. ORTIZ.
ture all railroads will be built and
controlled by the jiovernmeii'.
-

n

u--

NEW YORK CAMPAIGN
CLOSES IN GREAT DOUBT
New York, Nov. 6. Today will wit
ness the closing scenes in one of the
most remarkable campaigns in the
history of the entire state. By midnight the last public word will have
been spoken, and nothing will remain
but the story to be told by the ballots
themselves. Who the hero of the tale
will be cannot be forecasted wltn any
certainty.
Old time methods of anDEDT
ticipating the results of election have
been rendered, almost useless. Party
lines In every section of the state
haye been almost obliterated and thou
IS RAIDED DY THE
sands of. voters tomorrow will follow
their, 'thosen' Reader rather than their
party, as in illustration, tne res pec
POLICE
ttve . leaders of the great parties basing their estimates on what they
claim to be careful canvasses, have
reached conclusions widely different.
Supreme. Court Decides In The mann?Brt nfLtha republican, the
democratic and tne Independence lea-- '
gue have announced themselves as
Favor of Indians and
convinced their candidate will have
Against Whites.
at least 200,000 plurality. In other
years the day before election has been
largely a day of rest, but not so today.
Hughes will address seven meetings
ANOTHER RUSSIAN IS
this afternoon and this evening in vaSHOT BY HIS SOLDIERS rious sections of New York, and
Hearst will address three and possibly
four meetings tonight.
5.
New York, Nov.
The office of
the McClure Commercial Adjustment WASHINGTON IS ANXIOUS
companyx a recently organized corTHOUGH NOT ALLOWED VOTES
poration, located at 20 Broadway, was
Washington, Nov. 5. Official Washraided by the police today. The com- ington Is looking forward to the repany transacted a debt collection bus- sults of elections In forty-tw- o
states
iness. The offices "have bten occupied tomorrow, with many eveldenees of
by the company for ten days.
anxious Interest. The president is not
largely concerned In the outcome in
WHITEMAN'S CASE GOES
New York state, where through tfec
AGAINST THE WHITE MAN retary Boot, he has made his attitude
Washington, Nov. 5. The supreme regarding the situation known. The
court of the United States toduy af- president is particularly anxious that
firmed the decision of the court of the next house shall be of his political
claims in the claim of Daniel Redberd, friends. Although the republicans are
of the Cherokee nation and others ver- willing to admit that the democrats
sus the United States, known as are making gains over their present
"VVihteman's case." The case Involves representation in congress, yet they
long pending claims betwfen 2,000 and do not concede to the former all they
3,000 white persons to participate in claim. Both parties are directing final
the distribution of lands and funds of energies to states where light is closthe Cherokee Indians because of the est. With hostile political bodies In
marriage of whitenien to members of the lower branch of congress, Presithe tribe. The decision Is fuvorable dent Roosevelt may be frequently
to the Indians.
hampered in the prosecution of his
policies and for that reason he desires
a safe republican majority, Aluiouga
COLONEL IS SHOT BUT
ACCIDENTALLY
IT IS SAID denied the right of sufferage. local
Nizhni, Novgorod, Russia, Nov, 5.
Washington, because of the presence
Hoaheranoff,
Col.
of the Viborj regi- of the national government, takes
emperor
ment, of which the German
great interest in the outcome. Many
is honorary commander, was seriously clerks, both republican and democrat,
wounded today by a bullet fired by have gone home to vote.
a member of his own command, while
the soldiers were practicing volley
KENTUCKY HA3 DEMOCRAT
It Is staled that the shot, wan
FIGHT AMONG THEMSELVES
filed accidentally.
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 6. Attorney
General N. B. Hayes, one of the demoNew Jersey Horse Show Opens.
cratic
for governor, apOrange, N. J., Nov. 5. There was a peared candidates
today and
large and fashionable attendance at asked In the police court
to
McCann
Justice
hold court
opening
the
ninth
of
annual horse all day tomorrow. Hayes said
the
he had
Drlv-i
Orange
Riding
show of the
and
of an attempt to be made
(There are large en- -' information
ing club today.
U steal
democratic pritries in the
tandem and mary and tomorrow's
to
swear
intended
out many
prizes
single driving contests.
The
JudgeMcCann
promised
warrants.
to
are valuable and the. show promises be in court all day.
to be a great success.
London, Nov. 5. Upwards of 600
WILL BE
tons of meat from the Argentine have STATEHOOD VOTE
LARGE IN ARIZONA
been seized in tne markets here 'durPboenlx, Aril., Nov. 6. The partiing the pasti few months and con- sans
of joint statehood toave closed
demned. Owing to the seriousness of
their campaign. The defeat of jointthe matter It is eipected that meas- ure in Arizona is admitted by all. It is
ures wilt be immediately Introduced estimated that the vote for defeat will
In the commons dealing with the im- be from fifteen to twenty-fivper cent
portation of meat from the Argentine majority of
the total.
republic.
NEW MEXICO APATHETIC
ON STATEHOOD QUESTION.
MALICIOUSLY MISLEADING
flr-In- y

four-in-han-

e

Santa Fe"N.

M.,

Nov.

5.

iau

apathy on statehood Is very noticeAND ABSOLUTELY
FALSE able In contrast with the bitterness
over the fight on the local ticket. It
Is believed that of 60,000 votes 10,000
s
Statewill be blank on statehood.
To the Kveuiug Citizen:
hood will have 10,000 majority. There
Is no doubt of the
The statement in the Journal In- of Wm.
H. Andrews by 6,000, and the election
tended to convey the impression
of a republican legislature.
that (ieorge Kaseman and I at- tended a public meeting In a sa- Uxm Sunday night is maliciously
TEXAS WILL GO DEMOmisleading and absolutely false.
CRATIC AS IS USUAL.
Ho far as I know no public meet- Nov. 5. It is generDallas.
Texas.
ing has been held by the republi- ally comeded that the full democratic
any
a
time,
in
at
saloon
t uns
and
stale ticket aud democratic candino Mich meeting has been held
dates iu all congressional districts
Sunday.
ou
will be elected In Texas tomorrow.
anvliere
W. B. CHILDKRS
Indications are for fair weather and
'
u heavy ote.
e e

t

r

Washington, Nov. 6. There will b
elections in forty-tw- o
states tomorrow, Maine, Oregon and Vermont haT-ln- g
already this year selected stat
officers and their representatives la
the slxtlettt congress. la twenty-threstates a governor and other s'lata officers as well as congressmen, are to
bo chosen; in the states minor state
officers or Judges of the supreme court
and congressmen are to be voted for.
and in nine congressmen only are to
be elected.
The principal state officers are to be chosen in Alabama, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Idaho,
Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada,
New York, North Dakota, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Wisconsin
and Wyoming. New Hampshire electa
only a governor; Tennessee a governor and railroad commissioner, and
Pennsylvania a governor, lieutenant
governor, auditor general and secretary of Internal affairs.. Minor state
officers or Justices of the sttpremej
court are to be voted for in Indiana.
Illinois, Missouri. Ohio, Florida, Norths
Carolina, Delaware.'UtahjVashlngtoa
and Montana. Congressmen only ar
io iw eieciea in Arkansas, Georgia.
Mississippi, Louisiana, Virginia, West
Virginia, Maryland, Kentucky and
New Jersey, and delegates Jji Arizona,
New Mexico, Hawaii and Porto IUco.
The terms of thirty United States sen
atvrs expire on March 4, iao7.
Tbe
legislatures of Maine, Oregon, Arkansas and Georgia, which elect senators,
have already -- chosen. In the following states the legislatures will be
elected next month: Michigan, Delaware, Texas. Kentucky, New Hampshire, KaKnsas, Tennessee, Montana.
Massachusetts. Illinois, Iowa, New Jer
sey, Idaho. Wlest Virginia, Louisiana
South Dakota, Mississippi, Virginia,
Nebraska, Alabama, Minnesota, Colorado, North Carolina, South Carolina.
Wyoming and Rhode Island.
Aside
from the two principal political parties, a dozen others have tickets In the
field. The prohibitionists and socialists have tickets In nearly every state.
In less than hult a dozen states have
the populists put up candidates.
In
California
Independence
Hearst's
league has put up a separate ticket.
In New York and Massachusetts the
candidates of the Independence league
are the same as those on the democratic tickets. - la New York the municipal ownership party has a ticket
In the field. In Colorado there is an
Independent candidate for governor
In addition to the tickets put up by
the republican, democratic and socialist organizations. In several states
the independent labor party has put
up candidates.
The contests In New
York state and Pennsylvania are of
special Interest. Charles E. Hughes,
republican, and William R. Hearst,
democratic and Independence league,
having waged a hot campaign for the
governorship from start to finish. So
many conflicting statements enter Into
the fight that it is not safe to predict
the result, but the chances seem to
favor the election of Hughes on account of the large deflection of democrats from the Hearst standard. The
latter, however, will have large gains
from the labor vote, and claims city
and state. In Pennsylvania there is a
very sharp contest for governor between Iewls Emery, Jr., the fusion
nominee of the IJncoln republicans
and the democrats, and Edwin S.
Stuart, once mayor of Philadelphia,
the republican candidate.
Both sides
claim the state, and It ise difficult to
tell which will win.
The republican
congressional committee claims that
the republicans will have sixty majority in the house of representatives.
The democratic congressional committee claims that the republicans wllr
not have forty majority in the house.
o

,

TRYING TO
A JAPANESE PUPIL
San Francisco, No. 5. The answer
(o the order of Juilrn Wollerton. nf
the United States circuit court, requiring the board of education of this
city to show cause why an injunction compelling the
of
I. Yasuhara. a Japanese dudII re
cently excluded fvom the Pacific
Heights grammar school, was filed
this afternoon.
The order was issued following an application for an
injunction presented by Judge
with the intention of making
this a test case.
The application Is
on
made
the grounds that the present
resolution of the board of duca.tlon
excluding Jaoaneiwt minlU from th
city schools Is a violation of the treaty
now existing
between the United
States and the empire of Japan. The
legal poiuts In the case will be arcued
tomorrow.
Ambassador
Ackl. of
Japan, has made repeated calls to
the state department at Washington
and has discussed tha ouealion In all
Its bearings with Secretary Root.
Wollerton

.

;

opinion county expenses are too high,
he ranot hone to remedy fhls at home
liv elecllng one or the othr of two
factions to office that Hie prime fault.
Weekly by
rgMIa4t Dally
overshadowing all selfish bickering
The Citizen Publishing Company and personal quarrels Is not In the
execution, hut in the drafting of he
I Partner for trannnlMtm ikreuth Um laws.
Bernalillo county's lax burden
Mill m end clM nattar.
cmenaWs from Santa Fe, from the
members of the leglslatpre, and not
from Its county officers. If the present
of
:UNION(fyTLABET
law governing fees and salaries
county officials Is too liberal and 1i
rep
consequence
too high,
tax rate In
resentatives should be elected who
Official Paper of Bernalillo County will use their efforts toward Its modiand City of Albuquerque.
fication. To expect nny official to take
less than he Is allowed by law for his
DmtliM Prau Mt.roo Diipatchn.
ind County Circulation.
fvs is a drenm yet to be realized.
LvftTImCltjUrcul
THE FAULT IS IN THE LAW AND
Nw Mnlco Clrcultt'un.
lr-w- t
Northfru Arinmi Clrrulitlo.
THE REMEDY IN THE LAW .MAK

CIT1ZEH.

EVENING

ALBUQUEUQCE
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MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

5. 1906.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

THE EVENING CITIZEN

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS,

WANTED.
WANTEI-x'-

k
Address

maid.
Wlngate, V

if

WANTKIG'i'l

anJ Kenerai houseJJeut. Stewart, Fort

M

general

for

house-

work. Inquire at "llawley's on the
corner.'
1' lp furbished
and
WANTl'I
of "U kinds secured
promptlv. Call on, write or phone
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
Gentlemen's seconu-nan- d
WANTEO
clothine. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address .nd
will call. K. J. Sweeney, proprietor
WANTKl'i
Position as bookkeeper or
private secretary. Fully competent
l need.
Address Miss T.,
and ex.uei
this office.
A competent, clerk, must
WANTKP
speak Enell.sh and Spanish andCorrescome well ('commended.
' pond '.villi
Simon Neustadt, Los
Luna;.
WANTEDTo trade house and two
lots on South Second St., No. 724,
for property in Ixing Beach, Cal. Address John Krlck, 431 East Second
street. Long Beach, California.
WA.nTED Good man in each couuty
to represent and advertise
department, put out samples,
etc. old established business house.
weekly expense
Cash salary $21
money advanced; permanent posi
tion. Our reference. Bankers Na
tional bank of Chicago, Capital $2,oOu.CHi. Address Manager, The Co
lumbia House. Chicago, 111. Desk
1

The Attention

ERS.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WARElIOuSB RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200.
Loans are quickly mads and
strictly private. Time:
One month.
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Opsn Evenings.

ALBUQUCRQUK

On

Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

Tomorrow you will vote for one of
cf people needing medicine, by
the county's candidates for the council
keeping neat, clean,
and for two of Its candidates for the
drug store.
house. While you are pondering over
,,
)
it
tm i Ainln
.'mm .til tii.n
We hold their patronage
treasurer, assessor or sheriff, do not
By supplying them promptly, acIIIHl. II ttrn tut? n liisinri nn'i
Itilfl
curately, and at a fair price,
Interested in the welfare of Iterna-lillcounty, your most important dewith the best of everything in
our line.
cision will be in your vote for tbe
Close in on North Fifth, at a bargain
county's
nislative repr (tentative
this week.
the three men who are to look to Bernalillo county's Interests in the supreme law making body of the terriAlso
house, close in, lowlands,
tory.
for $2700.00.
You have before vou two candidates
for each of these offices. You have
BERNALILLO COUNTY had ample opportunity for learning
their records, standing and abilities.
Two men on each ticket are residents
Railroad Avenue and Broadway
"Shalt Arizona and New Mexico be of the city of Albuquerque. At the
110 Weet Gold Ave.
legisopposing
polls you will find the
united to form one state?"
lative tickets as follows:
no
Hon. W. B. Chllders, republican,
No. 1.
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
versus "J., F. hnlzer, peoples.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
verGeorge A. Kasenian, republican,
H. F. RATNOLDS,
FOR Rfc.lT.
y
peoMontoya,
sus Francisco Lucro
Full Set of Teeth
M. E. HICKEV.
LAWYERS.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished room
ples.
$C
Gold Crowns
Address 420 West Coal avenue.
Modesto C. Ortiz, republican, versus Gold Filling
$1.50 up
T. N. WILKERSON,
Ira M. Bond.
50c
brick house, ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F etreet
Bernard Ruppe.
FOR RENT Four-rooPainless Extracting
T. C. GUTIERREZ,
Through the public press and from
close in. Apply F. F. Trotter.
N. W., Washington, D, C Pensions,
you ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
your friends ami acquaintances
E. V. DOBSON,
lurnlshed lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
FOR RENT Three-roohave heard both commendation and
ANTEED.
house, with bath, close In. No. 108 letter patents, trade marks, claims.
For Delegates to form Constitutional criticism
You know
of these men.
John street.
Convention, under Act of Congress
R. W. D. Bryan.
which side has endorsed
the prinApproved June 16th, 1906.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
nouse, fur
FOR KENT rour-roon- i
ciples of the republican party and
nished. Inquire at 234 North Wal que, N. M. Office, First National
which according to the Morning JourWILLIAM II. ANDREWS,
Bank building.
ter street.
upon to act In
depended
nal
be
"can
For Delegate to the Sixtieth Congress. ofllce of their own free will" being
E. W. Dobso.i.
FOR KENT Pleasant, ulry, well-fATTORNEY AT LAW. Office. Crom
nished rooms for housekeeping. 521
the exponents of no party, no prfn- WILLIAM B. CHILDERS,
well
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
West Railroad avenue. Inquire at
B. F. COPP.
ciplts, no obligation, save personal in- For Member of the Council of the teres's. As voters, intent on securing ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING. rear.
DENTISTS.
Thirty-seventLegislative Assemcottage, fur
FOR KENT Four-roofor the county the most Intelligent, InDR. J. E. KRAFT,
nished, at Lockhart
ranch. Ten
bly of New Mexico, Seventh
fluential and effective represetation signed In March, 1891, and went to
Dental Surgeon.
minutes' walk from street car line.
District.
possible in the legislative assembly Las Cruces, New Mexico, to accept the
Rooms 15 and 10, Grant block, over
it is the duty of every citizen to com- position as official stenographer of the FOR KENT Nicely furnished room
KASEMAN,
GEORGE A.
pare honestly and without prejudice Third ludiciul district court, under
to a healthy party. Address 716 the Golden P.ule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
MODESTO C. ORTIZ.
E. Railroad avenue.
the qualifications of these opposing Judge John K. McKie. He continued
with l to discharge the duties of said posU.on FOR RENT Two lurge, pleasaut mall.
bis
ballot
to
cast
candidates
and
RepreFor Members of the House of
an eye single to the best interests of for a little over twelve years, during
Edmuno J. Alger, D. D. S.
rooms for light housekeeping. 517
sentatives of the Thirty-sevent- h
No. 2n
Office
Railrrsid avenue.
whicrt time he read law under the di
the county.
South Broadway. Mrs. II. E. Ruth hours,
Twenty-first
Legislative Assembly.
Irection of Judge Simon B. Newcomb,
9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
erford.
District.
p.
1808,
p.
5
m.
to
phones.
Ap
pi.
Both
land was admitted to the bar in
RENT Pleasant, airy, well fur pointments made by mall.
J. B. MAYO
Shortly afterward he went into part-- i FOR
rooms,
SEVERO SANCHEZ,
Improve
nished
with
modem
nershtp with Judge Newcomb, which
ments. Apply at store, 522 East
PHYSICIANS.
For County Commissioner, First
continued until the death of the latter.
Marquette avenue, corner of north
AN
HE WAS
OLD SOLDIER AND which occurred In l0l. Mr. Holt has
District.
DR.
R. L. HUST.
Broadway.
THEY WILL REMEMBER
Office,
built up a large and lucrative practice
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
N
RENT
FOR
ieeiy
rooms
MAYO,
furnished
HIM TOMORROW.
J. B.
and Is one of the best known and most
Tuberculosis
treated with
running
with
water.
at
In
Board
successful lawyers in the territory.
Electrical Current and
For County Commissioner, Second
J. B. Mayo, now candidate for coun 18H7 he was the republican appointee
reasonable prices. Casa do Oro, Germicide. Treatments
given each
District.
ty commissioners on the regular re as chief clerk of the legislative coun613 West Gold avenue.
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
publican ticket, when a mere lad left cil.
Durinir the nast four years he FOR RENT Several pleasant, newly nurse in attendance. Both 'phones.
ISIDRO SANDOVAL,
home against the desires of his par has been a member and secretary of
furnished rooms, with bath and
UNDERTAKER.
up
arms
in
to
ents
take
the
defense
Judge.
For Probate
eleotric light. 519 North Second
the board of regents of the New .Mexof his country with an oldtr brother ico Agricultural college and has taken
st reet.
Auto, 'phone 31S.
Colo., Red 115.
NESTOR MONTOYA,
at the opening of the Civil war to a deep interest in the welfare and up- FOR RENT Residence 709 West
A. BORDERS.
fight under Col. Johnson of the Eighth building of that valuable institution.
Club Building. Black
Gold avenue; 6 rooms and bath Commercial
For Probate Clerk and
s
New Jersey regiment In General
On March 16th, 1905. he was
and White Hearse, $5.
Gas and electric light. Apply to
Recorder.
brigade of jhe. Potomac. His first
by Governor Oterp as dist,ric,t , .Mj. Dr. John F. Pearce. 718 West
ARCHITECTS.
meeting with the enemy' was at Man- -' attorney for the Eighth district, comTHOMAS S. HUBBELL.
Railroad.
anas Junction, Virginia. He survived posed of the counties of Iona Ana, tOK RE:nT Apa.rtments
,
F.
Spencer.
Room
W.
Barnett
lo Par
For Sheriff.
the danger of the war, but his nrother Lincoln and Otero, and during his inBoth
View terrace, eight rooms each Building, Albuquerque, N. M.
serving nearly four years re cumbency In that ottice has estabafter
steam
heated, and all other modern 'hones.
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT,
ceived injuries from which he soon lished an enviable reputation us a
conveniences. H. H. Tllton, room 19,
CIVIL ENGINEER.
died after the close of the war.
For Assessor.
prosecuting officer. He ranks today
urant Block.
Mr. Mayo displayed the same deter- as one of the strongest and ablest
y
J. R. Farwell.
A
FOR
RENT
room
six
mination In the war as In business af- prosecutors in the territory, and has
C. E. NEWCOMER,
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
brick house, corner of Seventh
securing
terward,
wlun
chairhe
and
in
became
eminently
successful
been
Collector. man of
For Treasurer and
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
NOTARY PUBLIC.
the board of county commis convictions.
He is especially well
at Lommorl & Mattenccl, 624 West
legiscounty
in
sioners
Fe
Santa
sixteen
duties
of
the
equipped
the
for
J. A. MILLER,
1 ijeras
avenue.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
years ago he showed the same deter lator and If he Is elected will undoubtOfllce with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
For Superintendent of Schools.
mination to do his duty. Wben he edly give a good account of himself. FOR RENT Nicely furnislied rooms
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c Gold avenue.
forced the bondholders of the county In December, iy4. when the Elephant
DON J. RANKIN,
per night. Also rooms for light
to reduce the Interest of many hun- Butte Water Users' association was
FREE $40 new bicycle, standard
housekeeping.
dreds of thousands of dollars from 8 former, Mr. Holt
was unanimously
The Minneapolis make, to boy securing largest number
For County Surveyor.
to 5 per cent, thus reducing the in- - chosen as Its first president and is
House. 524 South Second street yearly subscriptions by December 20th
deptedness of the county much more now serving his second term as such,
Albuquerque, N. M.
to the south west's new magazine, "The
than a hundred thousand dollars (as During his incumbency of the intport-IhGreat Southwest;" 50 cents a year,
TOR
SALE.
unselfishly
inplace
will
ant
and
show) these are
records
he has
issued monthly; 40 per cent, commisvaluable
his
of
facts, this proves his fully devoted much
FOR SALE decider's farm, the best sion paid for subscriptions.
WVite at
associa-shoul- d
to
of
the
the interests
worlh as a servant of the people and time
The Great
farm in Bernalillo county. Chas, once for particulars.
,i,,nservices
having
his
rendered
gain for him the Fiipiiort of ah
E. Gleckler.
Southwest Magazine, Suite 518 Temwithout compensation of any rOR is
the peoplo or the county In this
ple Court. Building, Denver, Colo.
piano,
new
ALL
nearly
rule
energetic
and
bis
to
able
paign.
jsort, and
315 S. Third street.
present
In Time of Peace.
We noticed In yesterday's Morning work is largely due the
In the first months of the Russian-Japanean article copied from the lit-- ! aide iispeets of what is commonly run sale All tha furniture of a
four-rooRio
bouse,
nearly
in
or
war we had a striking exElephant
new.
Butte
tie democratic sheet the Santa Fe known as the
good condition. 209 North Amu,
ample of the necessity for preparation
He has al- Eiiule. that Mr Slarn h:i.l not aeteH Grande initial Ion project.
honestlv in the refeiindlne? of ;int l ways been one of t he most progressive FOR SALE Elegant Knaue, iiiauo and the early advantage of those who,
so to speak, "have shingled their roofs
Call 512 South Broadway
and nubile sniiited citizens of the
Fe eimtitv hon.ie Mr Mum nm.ia
offer a few duvs airo that lie bud Mesllhi valley, as well as one of the rOIt SALE lits 3 and 4. block 20 in dry went her." The virtue of prepstaunrhest and truest members of the
placed a thousand dollars to lie civ-eEastern addition; level, no water aration has made history and given to
courses, wind breuk to east. In us our greatest men. The Individual
to any one who could prove that he republican party.
quire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N, as well as the nation should be prehad len dishonest to the county or
pared fur any emergency. Are you
CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Broadway.
Importance of Legislative Can any individual in or out of Snnt-- i Fe. PILES
prepared to successfully combat the
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
Now instead of these iutiundoes come
run SALE rive room nioder first
you take? A cold can be
out and get the reward if you can cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeddidates Should Not
frame house. all conveniences, cured cold
much
more quickly when treatprove your assertion. Vine for Mayo ing or Protruding Piles In i to 14
cheap. 1301 Fruit avenue.
it has been contracted
ed as soon
and he will take care of your inter- days or money refunded. 50c.
Be Overlooked.
H)R SALE At a sacrifice. If taken at and before as
it has become settled in
ests.
once, a nine-roobrick the system.
Cough
Chamberlain's
COURSES OF STUDY.
nouse; batn, cellar, cement walks Renndy is famous for its cures of
study
will
of
218 citv.
P.
O.
Box
courses
Address
following
In the present political contest In
The
it
colds and
should be kept at hand
H. B. HOLT
.
be offered this year by Dr. Jacob H. FOR SALE- - Best paying res lam ant ready for instant use. For sale by all
Bernalillo county considerable incliKaplan, rabbi of congregation Albert,
am lunch room
nation has been evident to devote a
opposite depot. druggists.
,
beginning Tuesday evening, Novemcheap. Business can stand close in
"large measure of attention to the cano
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE ber
V'Stigation. 305 South First street.
0, 1901).
didates for the local county offices,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
1.
Psychology ami psychic culture. Ft) It SALE Foiirteeii-root- u
with the result that in some quarters
house,
This Is a beginner's course in
Iho iniiHrtanee of the comity's legis- FOR THE HOUSE OF REPRESENfurnished or unfurnished, electric Department of the Interior. United
them.
States Land Otlice. Small Holding
train
how
tind
to
lative representatives has been to a
light, city water. 315 S. Third St.
TATIVES
FROM THE
Claim No. 2Wi.
2.
Jewish literature. This Is an
degree minimized, ami the elainis of
Mrs. M A. Schach
DISTRICT.
interesting ami Instructive course in t'OR
the candlda'es kept In the
SALE Genera)
merchandise
Santa Fe, N. .T7Oct. 19, 19tl6.
Jewish literature from the close of the
business on the El Paso and SouthNotice is hereby givtn that the folloit. Holt, 'lie republican Uilile to the present time.
Herbert
Consid table agitation lias been nominee for the house from the Sixwing-named
In
western
eastern
New
Mexico.
claimant has filed notice
3.
Lectures on the "Origin, Conraised locally on the issue of expense teenth legislative district, 'was born tents
Stock 115.000 to $20,000. Fine
of his intention, to make final proof in
and Aim of the Prophetic Books
In conducting the various county
exright
party.
for
support
Can
in Connecticut, on NovciiiImt 7. IStlX.
of his claim under sections
No text lKoks required.
plain good reason for selling.
Every welS informed citizen and received his edilcat inn iM tbe pub- of 5.theA Bible."
10 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
course in Hebrew. This will
Knowg that to charge this heavy ex- lic schools of Massacbusi-Adhealthiest
New
in
Mexico.
(20
Stats., 854 ), as amended by the
of
s.
In the include reading and translation
pense in county affairs to graft and spring of
dress inquiries to this paier.
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
t,, Toneka. Genesis with critical exegesis.
he w- -i
mismanagement of officials is. la)lti
Kan., where
?ev-rahe was
Tne above courses are open and I'UR sALE The Minneapolis house 47ui, and that said proof will be made
prejudice aside, not only unjust but employed as stenographer vears
on five years terms. 44 rooms, all before A. E. Walker, probate clerk at
Register Tuesday
in the office free to everybody.
untrue, and thai the continued charges of A A. Robinson, then sec .n.l vice evening. November 6 at 7:30 o'clock,
furnished and in first class repair. Albuquerque, N. M on December 5,
nf graft ad malfeasance which have president ami chief engineer of the In the vestry rooms of Temple Albert,
Income $111) per mouth; best pay- lDiiii, viz: Juan Garcia y Samora. of
from time to time Inn spread before Atchison. Topeka & Santa Ke Railway corner of West Gold avenue and Seving properly in Albuquerque; must Carpenter, x. M., for the Tracts 1, 2,
the public cannot be sustained other- company. In IVln he became chief enth street.
be sold, parties going away. Call 3 and 4. Seclon 19, Township 11
wise the courts would be congested clerk In tin- - live stock department of
or address C. D. Ward, the 'Minne- North, Range 6 East.
meeting will be arranged
for
Time
with litigation.
Roth factions now saiii company, which nositioii h..
apolis House, Albuquerque, N. M.
He names the following witnesses
to suit the members of each class.
contending for election to the county
to prove his actual continuous ad
LE Raucli'
FORSA
Kelley
iioR.
offices have recently been in office
and sons having sold all their stock verse possession of said tract for
both have used the same laws and the
are now offering their tine stock twenty years next preceding the surname met nods for securing revenue
ranch for sale. It is the best im- vey of the township, viz: Francisco,
and earning fees. The voter who be
proved ranch hi the country. Has Monte, Leonard Skinner, J. M. Skinlieves that casting his ballot for one
two good wells, one of them has ner and Marceliuo Crespin, all of Car
candidate in preference to another
I
4
windmill and surface tank. It is an penter, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
will alone aid in securing a lower
sheep range. PosloUice, Datil,
ideal
placed
Tbe demand for S. S. S. has steadily increased since it was first
county expense ami consequent lower
against the allowance of said proof,
couuty,
M.
N.
tweu-lSocorro
Ranch
as the greatest of all blood purifiers.
or who knows of any substantial reata levy, has only to investigate ibe bn the market until it is now leco-niz- cil
miles west of Datil.
son under the laws and regulations
situation to realize bis error. The It lias xvon it way to success
IT CURES DISEASE, and FOR SALE Thirty-acr- e
quarranch,
of the interior department why such
former republican administration of there are few bonus where "S. S. S. for the Mood" is not a household saying.
Inmile
of
ter
government
north
proof
county affairs has been charged with As the Mood is the cry life of the body, nourishing and .supplying strength
not be ullowed will be
dian school; two acres good bear-:u- given should
an opportunity at the above-u- i
misappropriation;
The opposing fac to every part, disease in some form is sure to follow when it becomes contamorchard with all kinds of fruit;
nt ioiicd time and place to
tion now seeking election under tb inated. Eczema, Acne, Teller. Boils, Pimples and the various skirl affections
six acres cultivated ground and balthe witnesses of said claimant,
wyle 'peoples ticket has been in are due to an over-aciRheumatism, Catarrh,
and impure blood-supplance in alfalfa. Good seven-rooto offer evidence In rebuttal of
charge nearly a year county ex Scrofula, Chronic Sores and CVers, Contagious Blood Poison, etc., are all
frame, residence, barn and other and
bv claimant.
lieuses have not only been reduced
outbuildings. For further particu- thai uliiiii'ted
blood diseases and will continue to grow worse and more dangerMANUEL R. OTERO.
but have increased. Tills fact is an ous as long as the impurities and
of
inquire
ad1.
the
it.
in
lars
Lusted,
or
Register.
poisons which produce thou remain
lmKitain one to taxpayers, and om: uioou.
dress poslol'lice box l.'iS, city,
S. S. has proven itself a perlecl reuicuy, ami
in all bloo.l disorders
pertinent to the situation.
Famous Strike Breakers.
well earned the right to be called the greatest of all blood purifiers. It goes
PERSONAL.
The average voter is prone to more down
The most fatuous strike breakers lit
humors,
; KLSa7e
or less confusion over charges and and into the circulation and fortes out all poisons, impurities,
; !ieino'st
litLite
S )l T
land are Dr. King's New
unhealthy inal'.cr, mid makes this
rich, pure and
bowels go on
counter charges, claims and dentals,
and
Win
liver
r,et
Pills.
tbe
world.
in
next,
beautiful
ciroula-tiothe
S. S. S. nailus inherited blood taints and bo enriches
interspersed with personalities
and
they quickly settle the trouble,
bovs. and join our correspondence
that diseases of years .standing are permanently cured. It contains no cluli.
overwrought vituperation.
It bbould
us
for particular. The am) :lie purity ing work goes right on.
Write
nut be diflicult for him, however, to liannful minerals and is natuie's teal blood purifier. Book on the blood uud Hixle club, P. O. box 10, Cbatta-nooga- Ilet cure lor constipation, headache
itablith the conclusion that If In hi 3 medical advice free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CAm
and duziucas. 2jc at till druggists.
Tciiu,

Republican Ticket

'

Highland

Pharmacy

'

NEW MEXICO

With Ample Mean

TWO LOTS

m

ON

SAYINGS

and Unsurpassed

DEPOSITS

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

POR TERFIELD CO.

$8

ALLOWED

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, Presluent; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and CashierJohnson, . est. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh. J. C. Baldrldge,
mon
A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. XI
l.

Solicits

-

W
Solo- -'
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Cro-awel-

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

SANTA FE SY.

Oi
fel

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

ur

orricmmm
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST

h

and dircctor
President

Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

H. F. RAYNOLDS

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits..

j

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

6--

&

J

$500,000.00

..... .$250,000.0

Saota Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK

y

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS

Ruu-yon'-

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on 'lime Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts oi the Worn

We Want Your

Banking Business

two-stor-

DIRECTORS
Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. II. cams. J. A. Weinman. F. II. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
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two-stor-

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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"OLD RELIABLE."

y

1873

B. PUTNEY

o
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z

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

mind-process- es

liack-Krouu- d.

ESTABLISHED

3

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

Z

z

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

m

0
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FOR THE BLOOD

g

cross-examin-

e

RAILROAD

AVENU1.'

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

0

M.

000Ot000004KC004KfOS0Ot0
.J. C. BALDRIDGE
DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loous best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUIUHNU PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST 8TREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHER.iAN-WILLIAM-

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Grnrral Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquettt

Both Phonti

m

deep-seate-

'

life-strea-

health-sustainin-

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

I

11
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,

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole Roafing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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5. 1906.
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LETTER IS

SHORT

HEARST'S

il

Washington Correspondent But Full of Interesting Reading Concerning Political
Speaks Interestingly of
Matters.
His Good Work.

ii

sbb'-iracki-

ier.-nal!-

nrvltude."
For the twentieth time or more
there appears the dog In the manger
jKllcy la regard to statehood for New

and Arizona. By the way,
New Mexico was first made a
territory a well known citizen of St.
Mo., was sent out there as
governor, about 1830. It was the In?
teniion to make It a state then, and
It was desired by the powers that
Mexico
wlu--

thin controlled national affairs that

the temporaray governor should be
one or the first elected United States
senators, and then New Mexico would
heve lieen admitted a state without

any delay, Just as California was admitted as a state, changing from military governor to statehood without
going through the formality of being
a territory.
But
there was no
luck for New Mexico
such good
polipetty
There were some
ticians that cared only for
They said the man that could
liavo had New Mexico admitted as a
state at once was a newcomer; not
entitled to a senatorial toga; turned
him down; elected two others as sen
ators and a representative in congress
and started them to Washington, expecting to be sworn In as soon as they
But cogress soon heard
arrived.
what they had been doing, and decid
ed in short order to make New Mexico
a territory; not to admit the two men
elected as senators, but to admit the
person elected a representative as a
"When the trio reached
delegate.
Kansas City they learned what congress had done, and the two persons
elected to be senators returned to
New Mexico, and Richard Weightman
continued on to Washington and took
Lis seat as delegate from New Mexico December 1st, 1851.
have
The g'.'iitlenian that could
done bo much tor New Mexico as a
4enaor did not care to serve as governor of only a territory and soon resigned ar.d returned to St. Louis.
This person might have been elected
for four or six years; he even need
lmt one of
not hitv been
those reacted could have been elected
vl h V.u, and 1n four or six years
the
that were reject! could have
r
suUe,for an Indefinite time
Thi, '"Hit's to the point where the
same Jiin-- t
policy seems
deter'uiLtd to prevail now in Arizona, and all because of the fear that
two certain nun may not be elected
the two first senators from Arizona
the-- flrea'. and this, forsooth, is to
raiirie tr.e people of both territories
he bis of the great boon of local
nment ; of voting for the
next i.resHeiit of receiving 5,0ih),(miu
in cabli, Slid thirty to forty millions
of dollars in land for education, penai
This
and charitable Institutions.
land if selected now may In ten years
fchow gold, silvr, copper and coal
or othrr minerals thai would make it
worth from one to two hundred million dollars. Hut all this the election of senators, two representatives,
two United States judges for life, a
loeu other judges, state officers,
legislature, constitutional convention
all to be lost at the dictation of
t.

Women of the official set In Washington are wondering If the example
which has been set during the present campaign by Mrs. Nicholas Long-wortis likely to be generally followed by the wives of American public men. Some of them are enthusiastic In expressing tlie hope that it
will, while others shudder at the prospect. '
In England, as is generally known,
it is very much the proper thing for
wives of candidates for office, especially for seats in parliament, to appear with their husbands upon the
rostrum, and sometimes the women
even addrfss the voters. It will be
quite a while, no doubt, before American women reach the point of making
political speeches, but Mrs. Long-worthas bad so much fun campaigning with her husband that the wives
of other prominent men are eager to
:ive it a trial.
h

u

,

One of the most interesting men
who has visited Washington In a long
time is Rev. Kdwln S. Chapman, of
I .os
Angeles, C'al.
Dr. Chapman,
whose hair Is now white as snow,
lived in Washington during the civil
war and was employed as clerk to one
of the committees of the house. In
.speaking of those strenuous days. Dr.

Chapman said:
"I stood not twenty feet from President Lincoln when be read Ms second
inaugural address. I shall never forget that eventful day. I remember
how it rained and how dismal It was,
and how the sun came gleaming down
on tho platform when Mr. Lincoln
that grand man, who was the very
soul of kindness mounted It. I remember the kindly tones as he pronounced these words, 'With malice
toward none and charity for all.' He
only spoke Rlx minutes. And I remember how the crowd called for
Andy Johnson, who was quite under
the influence of liquor, and how Lincoln arose ad shook his head.
But
Jolison got forward somehow, and
was about to speak when led away by
Senator Doollttle of Wisconsin."

fculf-gov-

;

trusts.

NAVAJO WITCH

SLAYER

COMMITTED

SUICIDE

i

BY HANGING HIMSELF TO
NEAR RAM AH.

A

TREE

Tiler,- - is a report circulated from
who killed th supposed witch near Karuah.
has ct tumiite'd suicide. A Navajo told
a ritdent of Gallup that the man
wanted for killing ihe wizard iiung
liiuiht-land that his body bad Ix'ea
n hanging to a tree.
The officers do not place much faith
in this btory as it may be a blind to
.proim t the wizard slayer and to give
iim a chance to get out of the coun-

the Navajo that the Indian

c

Sells More of Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy Than of Alt Others
Put Together,
Mr. Tuos. George, a merchant at Mt.
Elgin, Ontario, says: "I have had the
local agency for Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy ever since it was introduced
Into Canada, and 1 sell as much of it
as I do of all other lines I have on
my shelves put together. Of the many
dozens sold under guarantee, I have
not had one bottle returned.
I can
personally recommend this medicine
I have used it myself and given iu
to my children and" always with the
.
best results." For sale bv all
drug-Cists-
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ON TUB STUMP.

All Kinds

Commercial Printing

t

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
v

j

(By Jacob Waldeek.)
Special Correspondence.
New York,
Nov. 4. Reform, so
"ft n a haggard
victim of poverty,,
shines in the light of prosperity In
New York this fall. From red fire
burning on the curb to (lying special
trains, everything that figures In u
campaign has been provided of good
quality and abundantly. It certainly
::;iist be eating up n lot of
lliTt's jearly subscript 'ous, but be
doesn't mind. He is even the' cheer-!u- l
giver.
On the road it is a mafcr of a
t :f
special car for the candidate's per- sonal party and a Pullman palace car
Most tif tlie
fcr the correspondents.
latter are of tho hostile press, but
Hearst hospitably totes 'em all.
As the railroads for some reason
.
show no headlong impulse to extend
courtesies, Hearst pays for every foot
traveled, and then some. If there is
any way of working It In. The Pull- man company, for instance, takes pay
tor Its cars and service and then, like
i s porters,
holds out its hand for a
s
$
tw.
i
little rake-off- .
The company gets a
f i
rental, said to be $5d a day, for each
f
of the two cars. It has a charge for
f ?
!M the accommodatifins
and service
I
given, but It also charges an advance
of 20 per ci nt. over the market price
for all food purchased for use in the
j
curs.
Regardless of the number of pas-- ,
sengers, Hearst pays trtc railroad
companies eighteen full fares for each
car. The rate Is two cents a mile for
Ih
each fare. Usunlly the cars are at- (m
,
The orInched to regular trains.
dinary charge for a special engine,
when one is necessary. Is f ion. When
HEARST'S SPEAKING TOSE.
the cars are shifted from one railroad
t,i another the companies work In
the pride of the editor, who devotes
some very healthy transfer charges.
In louring the state Hearst's party most of his spare time to frolicking
includes Mrs. Hearst, their baby son with ihe youngster. Buster, though,
(toorge, Lewis Stuyvesanf Chanler, has shown a complete disregard of
candidate for lieutenant governor; the issues of the campaign and the
Hearst's valet and a Swedish nurse ethics that are supposed to govern
If he
girl. Various party spellbinders are stumpers In a great cause.
that the party shall awaken at
ttmporary members of the party.
In the campaign so far the most in- a a. m., as he has done rarely, they
dependent and unhoused individual on awaken at 5 a. m.
the stump has been Hearst's son. Geo.,
Points of order are overruled and
affectionately known as Itnster. His iririnnlrtt(8 nn resnlllt ion rlf sreuarn- f
years.
n;e is two nnd
He Is ed. If bis dad is busy writing n long

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work
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HUGHES

TALKING
PROM
HACK OP A TRAIN.

THE

OF FROTH, FREAK AND FRENZY
ernment, or an anarchistic hobgoblin a result of the disclosures made at the
that will break down the laws, install Hughes investigation. Geo. R. Shelt.avagery and chaos and set civiliza- don, treasurer of the committee,, la
one of tlie shining lights in Wall
tion clear back to the stone age.
Elect Hughe's and you deliver the street trust circles. Hearst says 11
state absolutely to the trusts. Elect the trusts are for Hughes.
Hearst and you deliver your right to
Hearst is running as the candidate
live and hold properly to the lawless. of the independence league and the
According to tho superheated advo- democratic iwrty. He is presented
cates of Hughes, the democratic can- as the friend of the people, the enemy
didate is a composite of sensational t of bosses, the advocate of pure elec
newspaper headlines. Listen to the tion methods and a free Judiciary and
fiery Hearstites and you learn that the slayer of wicked corporations.
the republican candidate is a man of The chairman of the state committee
straw representing the very worst ele- Is one of the rulers of democracy in
Buffalo, and Murphy, leader of Tam
ments of the predatory trusts.
Venality, treachery, Infamy, black- many, is one of Hearst's chief supmail, treason, graft, fake, are among porters. He and Murphy divided the
the most common words in the Oc- thirteen places on the judiciary ticket
tober language and literature. It Is in this city. Charges are made that
n personal fight between Hearst and Independence league men here have
and played very practical politics. I: has
Hughes, and other candidates
been shown that Hearst newspapers
Ignored.
are
issues
otcr are
There
features of the campaign are incorporated in New Jeisey.

LOT

OF ABSURD,
ABUSIVE,
CONTRADICTORY
AND INCON-

SEQUENTIAL STUFF INSERTED
THAT HAS NOTHING TO DO
WITH THE ISSUES AT ALI
WALDECK SIZING UP THE HOTTEST CAMPAIGN IN THE COUNTRY,

(By Jacob Waldeck.)
Special Correspondence.
New York, Nov. 4. Many say there
never has been such a campaign or
contradictions as this New York fight
for the governorship. There certainly
have been few that developed such
highly colored, even frenzied campaign literature.
In this town Hearst Is backed by

The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

YORK CAMPAIGN A FRICASSEE

A

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper
AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. o

G

ZT5 Rates

MM

The newspaper campaign
the cartoons every day.

In

Ne

ihe two big English newspapers, one
German and one Hebrew owned by
him, and by one other paper a small
cne
All the either newspapers. Independent and democratic, are fighting him.
And such a fight!
One believing
all they say would reach the Inevitable decision lhat the people, of
New-Yor-

have before them a mighty hard

a'ternative.

-

fl

KNIQXTS
LODGE,
1906. Rata $38.05

mccllNG, SUPREME
bit.n.lnb
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Oct.

f'

BY . . .

speech anad Buster decides that the
undivided attention of tho party shall
be given to romping, he proceeds to
bois the candidate. And despite all
the boasted claims of independence by
the party leader, the little boss rules
the clay.
Hearst Is reported to have rented
Madison Square Garden for all the
open dates before election at H.HOO
a day. His motive was to keep this
favorite scene of great demonstrations
from the republicans.

one-hal-

self-gov-

s

UK

Our Prices

j

They must choose for governor
either a trust hobgoblin that will rob
try, fcays the Gallup Republican.
a.k for
KRACK KREAM them to the last cent and deprive
Later; The story of the suicide has BREAD andJAFFA'S
ihcni ef the last vestige of
no other.
take
This week the sherberto
iff received a letter from
Ramab
Made Happy For Life.
which s'ated that the body of the InGreat bapi ine came Into the honn
dian who killed the wltc'h was found (t S. C. Blalr,
THE
school superintendent,
banking to a tree exactly as told by a' St. Albans, W.
Va., when his little
the o'her Indians. Apparently he had daughter was restored
from the
les, fear of the consequence of sui- dreadful complaint
COUNTY OF SANDOVAL
names. He says:
cide than be did of the inside of the "My little daughterhe had
St.
Vitus'
whi'eman's Jail.
danci, which yielded to no treatment
but grew steadily worse until as a last Special Correspondence.
(
th.s out and lake it to any elnu reort we tried Electric Bitters; anu
Algodones, N. M.. Nov. 1. Politics
rejoice to ay three bottles effected a is booming in this county; two strong
Moiv an-' a free sample of
(omplet, cine" Quick, sure cure lor tickets are In the field. There are
Stomach and Liver Tab!-Pi: biliuti.-ues- s
and constipation they nervous complaints, genera! debility, good men on both tickets, so when the
sir,- fetialiThey improve
impoverished voKs are counted on election day we
weaknesses.
t
the digfsti''.! anJ blood and malaria. Guaranteed by all are bound to have some good county
.
drugaists.
re.;'..
;U,r and bowels.
Pi ice .""c.
It
conceded
officers.
is generally
Cham-berlnn'-

PAOE THREE.

'

Special Correspondence.
...
Nov.
Washington.
Presidetr
Hoosevelt s announcement ih.n he
will receive no more general rali rs
until after his return from Panama
has bad the effect of
the stream of politicians which has
lie, n pouring into
for the
pas' month or six weeks. Only pev
pie on Important official business, so
tlie announcement said, are to bo received a; tlie while bouse, and It
would be somewhat difficult for the
average political caller to sbw that
he had important official business.
Mr. Hoosevelt !
as
represented
serenely confident as to the outcome
fright-eof the elections, no matter how
d the republican managers may be
in New York and elsewhere.
The
New York situn'lon is said to worry
him not a. all. He lias not hesitated
to take the public Into bis confidence
regarding bis opinion of Mr. Hearst,
and be refuses to believe, so his
friends say. that Hearst's election is
for a moment possible. Mr. Roosevelt
Is very proud of the fact that he was
York,
nnd
once governor of New
proud of the vote which the state gave
him in the presidential contest. In
discussing the matter with his friends
he has said that were It possible for
Air. Hearst to be elected governor of
New York, there would not be left
much excuse to feel proud that lie
himself had been thus honored. '
The political sensation of the week,
of course, has been Mr. Root's speech
at Utica. It Is accepted everywhere
for just what It was meant to be a
message Trom President Roosevelt to
the people of New York. Never before, probably, did a president,
through his secretary of state, present such a severe Indictment of a
candidate for public office. It is the
Rooseveliian school or politics with
a vengeance, and even some who have
been the most enthusiastic In admiring the direct methods of the president, gave a gasp when the text of
Root's speech had been spread before
them.
When the votes are counted on
Tuesday, it would be interesting to
know just what part Root's speeech
played in the result. If Hearst is
overwhelmingly defeated, the president and bis secretary of state will
he given a large share of the credit.
Should Hearst, be elected well, the
president" probably will wish he had
not Issued his appeal for Hughes. It
Is not pleasant to ask ' a thing and
have It denied you, especially if you
happen to be the president of the
United States and the request happens
to have been preferred to the people
of your own home state.

'f :i I ('one: ;n:ulfnc3.
Washington, X..v. 5. A n rson who
bus l" i u a ( !( !' in th" caiiiiol at
years.
Wushinpion tor i wrnty-fou- r
v. ho has li
n a w.inn personal friend
it runny well known senators anil
wi lii.i that
t.nn'. anil
y
and
who has known
aiatcljr every d"bi;ate f'.'oni New Mexico, Jterause many years aso he lived
in New Mexico a.nl K Vato, and a
I It Ions Jeffersum
democrat, gaj'F:
Durinn the entire l vveni.M four
vtara that I have been a' Hie rapitol
i:. Washington, and with my personal
!.uj intimate tu qtiaintunee with all
the. deleRites from New Mexiro,
Andrews has more influence with
M'.iators and the speaker and scores
of representatives, including the entire Pennsylvania delegation, than any
delegate New Mexico hPs ever had
3 ii
congress. By his pleasant and
amicable manner be makes friends
dl everybody with whom he comes in
contact, and never mukes an enemy.
Why. liemocratic Leader Williams, of
.Mississippi, Is a warm friend of Delegate Andrews and has Informed him
that be would help him In anything he wanted for New Mexico.
"While I never voted anything else
but a democratic ticket either, If I
were living in New Mexico now I
think that I would vo;e for Andrews
for tie great good that he can do for
all the people, Irrespective of race,
pex. sect or previous conditions of
fcr

HUGHES AND

BUNCH OF MONEY
THESE DAYS OF NO PASSES j
TO RUN A CAMPAIGN
LIKE.
A

TRAIN, AGED TWO AND A HALF,

A

CITIZEN.

A REFORM CAMPAIGN ON
THE ROAD IN YORK STATE
IT COSTS

INFLUENCE

EVENING

OF PYTHIAS;
via Kansas City
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of SO cents, until November 30.
190.
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, DENVER, COLO., OCT.
Rate $19.75 for round trip. Date of sale October 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1904
Return limit October 31, 1906.
DENVER, COLO..
NATIONAL GRANDE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
1906. For above occasion tickets will be sold for one far
NOV.
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
Date of sate November 10, 12 and 13, fmal limit December 10, 1906.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NEBRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate one and
far for round
trip. Tickets on sale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days from
date of sale.
I
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSAS CITY, MO-- .
1906. Rate $30.75 for round trip. Tickets on sale, Nov. 17,
NOV.
18, 19 and 20. Limit of tickets Nov. 28.
This can be extended until
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit.
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO.
1906. For the above occasion round trip tickets will
DECEMBER
be sold at rate of $42.25. Date of tale November 22 to 28, Inclusive.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Horn
Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the East.
15-2-

16-1-

14-2-

'

one-thir-

d

TRANS-MISSISSIPP-

20-2-

3--

T. C. PURDY,

Agent, Albuquerque

comws

w

Above are

York Ci'y is a campaign by cartoon.

tbai would seem to embarrass both
the candidates. Hughes, the hero
the great insurance investigation,
presented as the unbossed friend
tne people and the foe of wicked
trusts. It has been announced that
corporations would not be allowed to
contribute to his campaign fund.
In spite of all this, the chairman of
the republican state committe'e Is Tim
Woodruff, who ha always leen a machine politician and is the particular
friend of the Insurance companies.
Ho opposed ihe reform insurance
laws introduced in the legislature as
ot
of
is
of

that Thomas B. Catron, for the council, and Esqiilpula Baca, or the lower
house, are sure of election.
The
other ounty offices will be close. The
two opposing candidates for collector
a.id treasurer are vt ry strong and
I; will be a hard matter to say how it
will come out. The candidates for
sheriff are also strong, lmt the gen-- e
il opinion Is that KmiKano SandoThere is $."o
val will carry the day
put up in Bernalillo on the result ami
no

taker.-.-

.

was reported in The Cl'izen that
Kmiliano would vvi'lidraw. That is

mjiiu-

-

familiar figures

in

Citizens me solemnly ami heatedly
informed that a vole against Hughes
is a vol against the employment of
Chinese labor on the Panama canal.
They aie also urged to save ihe state

defeating Hearst because it is
charged, some Chinese are employed
on the Hearst family estates in (,'ali-- '
tornia.
But the main question Is whether
the common people prefer rule by the
plunderhuml, as Hearst calls thei
The state seems
trusts, or chaos.
'to be a goner whatever the result of
the elect ion.
by

;

i

all a mistake; he is In the race and
'will stay wiih It.
Benlcio Pera, for
school siii'e iinteiiilent, is a sure win-- '
per. Marcus C. de Baca left his office
'without any deputy ami Is out electioneering.
The people's party (
not aMe to file any papers in the
office, a tlie tv Is no one to represent
Mr. Hue a. It oeds as If it has been
done purposedy. Joint statehood will
win alse. but not by Its big a majority
tor, but we- - will do the
as we hoin
I

best

J-

.in.

vv.

-

H. M.

It

Illinois Central

Mahara'g Minstrels.
November
8.- - -- My Friend From Ar- kanBas."
The maid and the:
November i
Mummy.

November
November

Uncle Josh.
Uncle Tom's Cabin.
-- The Holy City.
King of Triumphs.
Hooligan's Troubles.
-31- - My Wife's Family.
15.

RX

THE 8H0RT LINE
FROM

COLORADO
To--SI.

,

Paul, Minneapolis,

Dultitii

AND THE NORTHWEST,
Mrs. Bambini, at aer parlors, No.
209 West Railroad avenue, is pre- the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 eventeenth
pared to Rive thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, iro--. corns, Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.

St,

JAMES CULTON.
bunions and Ingrowing nails. Shv
Commercial Agt.
gives maasage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
vkin and Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
Sue also orepares a hair tonic that
To
cures and prevents dandruff and hair
CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS,
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE.
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA.
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
All of theje preparation
are purety
vegetable compounds. Have just added a vibrator machine for treatment
The finest tram service to the above
of scalp, faco and cure of wrinkles.
MemIt U also used for rheumatism, pains points; also to New Orleans,
phis. Vlcksburg,
Eransvllle, InL;
sn.l massage
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.;
A Citizen Want ad doe the work.
Fla., and all other joints la

ONE NIGH1

Jadt-fcfinvlll- e.
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l
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE FOUR.

This has not been denied, and cannot be. Where then does the economy come in?
Yhey say that Terfecto has fed the prisoners and dls- charfjed all the dutleg of sheriff at a 'cost of less than
Publlibed Dally and Weekly.
$5.0io. Why, then, has this great reform administration
By The Citizen Publishing Company
axed us this year $11,101.94 for fecdlnj? prisoners alone;
The question
and $17,578.08 in addition for court, fund
he taxpayers are asking Is, Who Rets away with this
W. T. McCREIGHT,
W. , 8TRICKLER,
nearly $24,000 In one year, beside nearly as much last
.
Bnslneai Manager.
President.
year?
Reader, If you put this primal reform party In power
ELECTION FOKECAST
,
for another two years, havo you any Idea what your taxes
Here are three forecasts, niad? on the election tonior-- ; will bo for county expenses? Tb'y will be rlose to $200.- row, the first by conservative democrat, the second by 000 If they should be Increased durln the next two
years In the same proportion of Increase which has
a conservative republican. The third forecast Is taken
from the New Mexican. They have to do only with ma- marked the last two.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

'

CITIZFN

EVENING

CITIZEN.

'an administration.

ANDREWS.
Socorro
Valencia
Bernalillo

.r"0

U"M

1.80

1.90(1

7,m
l.t',00

THE JAFFA

Uur Clothing

Grocery Comp'y.

2.4n

l..Vo

Torranre

W"

"00

COO

3oo
1,200
500

4im
1.000

1.200

1.000
900

l.oo
300
son

McKlnley
Sandoval
Santa Fe
Rio Arriba
Taos
San Miguel
Colfax
Guadalupe
Uncoln
Otero
Dona Ana

WO

800
500
500

(500

730
750

1,500
stand off
100
250

900

1,200

1,200

200

K'O
2tn
20
800
100
500

-

100
.loo

Sierra
Mora
8.400

Total

12,500

11,400

LARRAZOlX.
Mora
Union

:

qay

Sierra
Grant
Luna
San Juan

,

...

Chaaet

)

Eddy'

)...

100

100

100
200

loo
:ioo

'00

stand

200
200

200

What does the morning paper offer to the people of
outfit?
Albuquerque as reason for supporting its sore-heaSimply a string of audacious lies. These lies have been
nailed time and again by The Citizen, such as the McKlnley county bonds, the extravagance of previous re
publican administrations, the wonderful economy of the
present county government, which In two years has asked
he taxpayers for some $73,000 more than the republicans
asked the year lefore all these and dozens of additional
lies The Citizen has fully exposed, but the morning prevaricator keeps on repeating them. Can any honest man
The
be decefved by the repetition of exploded lies?
Citizen does not believe that any such course can win.

100
100

H)

stand off

100

200

H")

I'm

.4.000.

2,500

2,500

5.100

3;oo

3.O00

,

Roosevelt)
Total

VOTE FOR STATEHOOD
Possibly not every citizen of New Mexico realizes
Bth will mark in many respects the most
important date In the history of the territory. The result of the elections held tomorrow wllr not only affect
every man, woman and child In the territory and the
future status of the commonwealth in the sisterhood of
states, but is as well a matter of national concern. President Roosevelt, a score of senators and a hundred congressmen are watching the outcome with keen Interest.
No election since the formation of the territory has been
significance. The statehood
fraught with so
vote recorded tomorrow will mark an epoch In its history and affect the destiny of the territory.
Information received from all parts of the territory
on the eve) of election indicate that New Mexico will
cast a majority vote for statehood.. The concern of the
leaders is as to the size of this majority. Factional
county contests have taken precedence in many quarters
over the statehood question personal and temporary issues have been crowded to the front and the permanent,
one of statehood relegated to second place.
At the top of your ballot tomorrow you will find the
two statehood squares, "Yes" and "No." Every citizen
of New Mexico, regardless of political preferment, should
make it bis first duty In the voting booth to mark the affirmative square for statehood. It should be a matter
of personal pride with every voter that the first opportunity to demonstrate New Mexico's Bentiment on the
privilege for which our delegates have- contended lor
years in Washington, should find him In line for BtatO
hood, for a greater New Mexioo, and for the represent
tion in national councils the commonwealth deserves.

that November

New Mexican: Mr. Mayo's record in this county and
wherever he Is known and wherever he has lived, in New
Jersey, and Hlnce residing in Sauta Fe county and in Al
buquerque, is that of an honest, honorable business man.
true to his word, absolutely careful to carry out every
obligation of a citizen, of an official, and in business,
that he may incur. He is a
sober. Industrious ami right thinking citizen. He Is attacked now by
the Albuquerque Fakir Journal and a yellow dog sheet or
two, because, forsooth, he dares to have the manhood to
be a candidate on the regular republican ticket for Bernalillo county.
This is the head and front of his
clean-minde-

d,

According to the New Mexican's forecast of tomor
counties
row's result, in but ten out of the twenty-fiv- e
n the territory have the democrats or the fuslonlsts
any chance of being elected.
Does Bernalillo county
want, to be In a mongrel minority?
Does the richest
county in the territory, having the largest and wealthiest
city, and which needs and deserves a certain amount
of consideration, intend to deprive herself of every
hope of advantage by castiug her lot with a helpless
minority? It would be suicidal so to do.

"Good Things to Eat"

Is
work

...USE...

Meadow

ml

Gold

Butter

con ill Hons-late- d in

rooms.

venti-

$1.75, $2.00, $2.50, $3.50
$10, $12, $15, $18
.$10, $15, $18, $20,

$5.50
$25
$25

Union

You

Mr.

Man

by

Clothing, Furnishings

Rugs, Crockery, Glassware, Furniture

Ferndell
Coffee

You Know

Do

about our sales of furniture
on the installment plan?
You can just have your
home if you want it. A
dollar or two a week and

for breakfast
starts the day
right ....

its done.

THEN AGAIN IT'S BETTER TO BUY
FROM A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN
GET EVERYTHING FROM THE SAME
STORE, AND SAVE RUNNING SEVERAL ACCOUNTS.
TRY IT- -,

Jaffa Grocery Co.
f OPrR

"Good Thinis to Eat"

Km

FILLED THE SAME DAY

IflEY ABE RECEIVED.

Tom Hubliell, says the Morning Munchausen, got out
of the taxpayers in eight years $80,000 more than he
was wort,hv But according to the same reliable author-Uy--th- c

House Furnishe s

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

I House Furnishers !
8

1

WILLIAM McINTOSH, President

SOLOMON LUNA,

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer

tax-eate-

Thos. F. Keleher

aid Maaager

For the
Best Line of

Rico Hotel and Bar

I

-

malM

ifflANDEBJL

present board of county commissioners, In two THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAM BROOK BROS., Prop.
years, got from the taxpayers $45,000 more than was
necessary.
At the latter rate Tom Hubbell should have LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
gotten $180,000 in his eight years.
According- to the
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
morning paper's own figures Tom Hubbell Isn't in it. as
at special rates on week days.
r,
a
LOOK ON THESE FIGURES
with the great and only reform county ad Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St
... The morning paper, which- bad rather die than tell ministration.
PIONEER BAKERY
a lie, says that Perfecto has conducted the sheriff's office
The New Mexican suggests that it Is no more of an
for-onyear for less than $5,000, Including all expense of
SIMON BALLINO, Proprietor
feeding prisoner, court service, and all other service, honor to serve one to five years in the penitentiary for
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Of course, the morning paper gives no figures to sustain stealing votes thah it is to serve a sentence for stealing
ita assertion. It simply states what no one believes, and sheep or cattle. A prison uniform with a red number on WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
leta it go at that. But suppose it were true, does It the back looks no more stylish on the eiectloln crook
We desire patronage and we guarnot put our delightful board of county commissioners in than it does on any other thief. This should be remem
antee first class baking.
county
may
republi
bered.
deny
The
administration
the
a One light? Last year that board asked for the follow
can party representation on the election boards, but 207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
Ing, and the people were taxed to meet the demand:
election crooks, he they high or low, had better beware.
$16,530.62
Court fund
9,918.37
Boarding prisoners
On the eve of election It. appears from information
No. 111 North First Street.
$26,448.99
Total
received by the New Mexican from various sections of DINELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietors.
anyone
year
more
still,
have
they
as
This
asked
the territory that the registration is the largest ever WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
can see, and the people have beeu taxed to meet the de had in the territory and that the vote to be polled next Meals From 10 Cents Ud. Lunches
mand:
Put Up for Travelers.
Tuesday will be the heaviest ever recorded. Republican
$17,578.08
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
Court fund
success on the delegate and legislative tickets Is assured
11,101.94
Boarding prisoners
and a majority of the counties will be carried by the can
didates of the republican parly for county offices.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
$28,680.02
Total
Now if Perfncto has ruu the sheriff's office for one
LIVERY,
SALE, FEED AND TRANShonest,
republican who believes
year for less than $5,000, including all expense of feed in a Every
FER STABLES.
express their HorseB
free
which
election
people
can
the
at
ing prisoners, court service, and all other service, in the views,
and Mules Bought and Ex
who condemns all election stealing methods,
and
changed.
name, of common sense what has the county loard done Is
requested to read the full statement on page five, of BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
with the remainder of the fund, amounting to some $24 how Clancy
elec
are
and
trying
Crunsfeld
to steal the
Second Street, between Railroad and
000 this year and some $21,000 last year over and aUve
tion tomorrow, in violation of the governor's advice and
Copper Arenue.
the needed $5,000? If the mqming paper tells the truth the attorney general's
opinion.
which no one believes, then should the county commis
sioners be compelled to refund some $45,imiO to the over
he republicans actually reduced the county tax
burdened taxpayers.
rate during the several years that the territorial and city Headquarters for Low Prices
rates were being Increased. This fan not be denied, as
MARKED CONTRAST
the records prove It, and the taxpayers of the county wi on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
The Uis Vegas Optic, which it repnidicau to Uie lcar It in mind when they cast their votes tomorrow.
Brushes and Jap-a-la- c.
bone, said Saturday:
408 W. Railroad Avanua
"Ordinarily political spccchcb don't mean much In
While the republicans have attempted to conduct a
a,
but the hpeech delivered by clean campaign, regardless of the fact that so many o
the way of
Klihu Root in IHica, N. Y., Thursday night, means many the candidates on the people's ticket are open to crlti
s
votes againsct W. R. Hearst. A more timely and .scath- cisin. the
have hesitated at nothing, resorting
ing arraignment of a political enemy has not often
to the lowest lines of falsehood and slander.
ii
beard."
The Albuquerque morning paper, which claims to lu
After all the figures Miouted by Field and published
republican but is in fact a democrat wolf la tile repuhli m he organ, it is shown that the great "reformers" are
can sheep fold, commenting m the
speech iu it" laxinw the property-holder- s
of this county $11,000 a yea
Sunday issue, taid:
more than did the republicans.
And nothing to show
"Secretary Root's speech, which was delivered os- lor it.
tensibly in support of Mr. Hunbes, was 'awful' bad politics, and if it doesn't make votes for Hearst it will )
"lien 1.1. .Newcomer was out for the uppoiutmcu
because the people of New York are very diffeient from as probate
clerk the morning paper could not say etioug
American people anywhere else."
I
that was nice about him; but now it is different.
Now, republican reader, do yon propuse tu let this
docs not make the mud slinger blush to reverse itself.
disguised democrat fool you into voting against your
ticket, by its false, absurd, malicious lying against every,
loin HuMiell did his duty while sheriff and too
thing republican? Think a Is nit this, and circumvent tint
enemy by tomorrow voting the straight republican ticket. oniy sucn lees as the law directed. If he had more
prisoners and gave a closer administration than his
successor, that is to bis credit.
CARNIVAL
-

Work--n- ,

well

MAIL ORDEIS

6, 1906.
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by well
with

by

d

ff
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Union Made
',,CH,,se

VIEW OF OUTSIDER
The Albuquerque Fakir Journal has asserted that
Clancy, terri
the New Mexican has "abused" Frank
torial district, attorney for the Second judicial district;
this assertion was made in a recent number of that sheet.
As usual, the Fakir Journal lies, and knows this to be
a fact.
The man who Inspired the article lied; the
man who wrote it lied. This Is plain English.
The Albuquerque Fakir Journals lies do not hurt
this paper in any way, but It Is well to nail them once
n a while to keep the people posted on the disreputable
and blackmailing methods of the sheet and the Shylock
gang that controls it. The Fakir Journal la very sore
because the Fakir Journal's bosses could not saddle upon
he people of Albuquerque a fake water supply system
which Is returned for taxation at $40,000 for $260,000.
There is the milk In the cocoanut, and very sour milk It
s for the boodlers who pull the strings and make the
Fakir Journal dance. New Mexican.
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TO WES

hi

in Albuquerque
See Ours

I

s

ifflcSftlTOSH HARDWARE CO.
CARNES, O. D.

C. H.

THE BEST IN TOWN

Scientific Optician

vole-gettin-

sore-head-

Elks' Opera House!
Per Gallon

Ih-- .

NIGHT ONLY
Tuesday, Nov. 6, '06
ONE

Sahara's Big
Minstrels

SOME COGENT REASONS

Why bhould you vote the people's ticket?
Some
reasons not given by the morning organ of that party:
Tp make Jesus Romero "boss" of Bernalillo county.
To give the county inexperienced, Incompetent representation in the legislative assembly.
To preserve a dictatorial board of county commissioners.
To show Perfecto Arinijo that his record is worthy
of your emulation aud endorsement.
To give harmvlesh" Slg. (iruiu:icld a Job.
To boost A. B. St roup along the rocky load of
politics.
To endorse O. N. Marron as a "Imiss". worthy of
Croker'g fondest dreams.
To assist the democratic party to utilize a disorganised political movement to its future gain.

Look out for a final tlood of lira aud a bisli tide of

mud from the professional mudslinger on the morning
of election
The men trying to grab the county will
hesitate at nothinK. Almost anything may be expected.

Grand Elevated First Part.
Comedians, Dancers, Singers, Com.
bined With Lady Chorus.

Second Part.
Vaudeville
Specialties.

Olio of Pleating

i
?t

Red

92.

r

'.v

EYES TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

B. K.

We Keep It Up

ADAMS
1.

M.

We keep the quality oi our bread
up to the highest. This is possible

f

by using;

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
$6.50
PER TON

Johll

jilltCl

$1.50

LOUDON'SPbone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

5

WOOD

.

-

-

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

Optic: Once in a wliile you find a democrat who sayB
I.itnazoli. can be elected, but when ho bets It is on ACROBATS, MARCHES.
MUSICAL
a question of the kU,. ((f ,U, lnaj.,ri,y vr. Andrews will
ACTS, DRILLS, SONG
HITS,
LATEST MUSICAL
NUMBERS,
have.
QUARTETTES, OCTETTES,
CHORUSES BY
LADY MEMI he
Siiitijij; don't iij,,
iU
app,.ai jor an bonest
BERS, ELECTRICAL EFFECTS.
made by the rcuuhlit-aiii,f lierimllllii county, and
Concluding With the One-Ac- t
Comedy
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
th straight answer of lie attorney general.
$225 AND $2.75
FOR
SUSIE'S BAND.
I his is
a republican county and tne voters aie going
Prices, 50c, 75c and $1.00
to stay with their p;nty until it la shown that the patty
Seats on sale Saturday, Nov. 3, at
Is not worthy of support.
9 a. m.
Election returns will be read
THOSE GROWING TAXES
from the stage.
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Kemeniber, reader, the people of llernullllo county
Won't Jesus Romero and Alfred (Jrunsfeld, as
FEES PEERLESS HOME-MADbare Ueen called on this year for more than ftl.uuu iu
losses of the county, be a good nair for taxpayers to CANDIES,
KEEP OUT THE COLD WINDS.
AT WALTON'S DRUG SEE
cess of what Ujoy were taxed the last year of republl- - morrow to draw to?
WINDOW
FOR
HUDSON
6T0RE,
,
GLASS.
Mr.

-

S. BeaVeil

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,
and Licensed

Funeral Director

Phones

Automatic Colorado, Blk

Embalmer

ib

not only in mixing- and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
-

ouwnt

,th' UsX
Cornar Fifth and Rallraad Awanua th br"d' If
you'll
Balling
use
to
have
.
i Bread.

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHAN6E0

PIONEER BAKERY,
riRr mmctT.

aor mouth

Astoelatlao Offlea

RCSENFIEID'S,

"'iVi'raataadW
IISW.

R. R. Ave.

ELITE

NEAR

HAIR WORK.
.

ROOMING

HOUSE

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
U. E. GALLOWAY, Manager.

Mrs. Ku herrorti, at home to anyone
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE.
wantlug h ilr work done, every Wed-- 1
; TON'S DF.UG
uesday, at 61T South Broadway.
STORE.

WAL- -

I
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OVERRULE
AND

ATTORNEY

In

HAGERMAN
GENERAL

Vote for DON J. RANKIN for

coun-t-

bigger man than

(inv-

REID

"Who

Is a

mother or her little son.
"Mr,.

Sir: We submit herewith a copy
between
agreement made between W.
Summers IlurMiart, representing , the B.t an
Childers, chairman of the Joint
peoples .a.t. and W . ri. Rtatenood comrnlttee app,in,e,l
from
Childers. chairman of the lolnt state- - tne
al republican and demo-hoow
for
speaks
hich
committee,
orat Ic committees, and Stimmers Burk
self, Chairman Grunsfeld. who poses narti representative of the people's
n
as a r former, havliiK concentrated
party ,rliet ln ,ne CJl)nty of noma- himself nil the nonesty in dm u iu 111Io
It contaln
a nrovsi
District
county, under the advlwe of
you shall be requested to Instruct the
govAttorney Clancy, turns down the
judges of election ln the several prenerui, ami ,.m,ts , ,he county of Bernalillo to
ernor and tne atiorney
refuses to permit the republicans to rarrv ollt tne provisions of said agree-hav- e
a single witness In any polling mt,nl
We respectfully request that
booth In the county.
vou wr)te or cauge to J)e wrtten by
The evident purpose Is to steal the the cerk of lhe boBr(1 of county com.
election. How can any republican vote niisslonerg the necessary letters In
for any candidate, on the false
or(er .lat tlie provisions of the said
ed people's ticket.
agreement shall be observed on elec- roe agreement and corresponuence i ,0 da , th BeveraI nreclncts in
commissioners, the county, or that they shall be ad
the two
between
Chairman Grunsfeld and the district vised by you to observe the aama
attorney follows:
Respectfully,
AGREEMENT.
In conformity with the suggestion Representative of the People's Party
of the president of the United States,
Ticket.
contained In a letter to Governor
W. B. CHILDERS,
and the opinion of lhe attor- Chairman of the Joint Statehood Comney general of the territory (and let- mittee appointed from the Territor
ter or instructions from the governor
ial Republican and Democratic com
to the district attorneys in the terrimittees.
tory) and with a view of giving abso(Signed by Childers alone lecause
held
assurance
the
election
lute
that
he could not find Mr. Burkhart.
on next Tuesday, the sixth day of
November, 1906, to determine whether W. B. Childers, Chairman Jolne State
the territories of Arizona and New
hood Committee.
Mexico Bhall elect to come into t.he
hit":
I have received your
letter
beyond
union as one state, shall be
with copy of an agreement between
counquestion as to the result in this
your committee and a representative
ty.
or the people's party ticket', which
It is hereby agreed on the part of contains a provision that I should be
the committee representing the peo- requested as chairman of the lioard of
ple's ticket In the county of
county commissioners to issue Instruc
lillo and the joint committee appolnt- - tions to the judges of election to carry
ed from the Republican
territorial out the agreement.
central committee and the democratic
Yesterday, Mr. Burkhart called on
territorial central committee to pro- me with a copy of the same agree'
mote the success of Joint statehood at ment, and orally made the same re
the- election, that the persons herein quest as yours. My understanding of
after named shall be admitted inside the taw was such that I was doubtful
of the polling booths ln the several of my authority to do what, was re.
voting precincts ln the county of Ber quested and 1 therefore called upon
nalillo on election day from the time tne district attorney for advice and
that the polls are open and the ballot after conference with him at my re
boxes are exhibited so that they may quest, he put his advice to me ln the
be present and remain there and see form of a letter, a cony of which I en
.that every ballot received by the close. I feel constrained to follow his
from the voters is deposited advice, and therefore to refuse your
in the ballot boxes, and that no other request..
vHitttt "ar.''rerwttr tn --wuch oxt "In adftlrroh;' I ''believe that as "cotitily
and after the polls are closed remain commissioner. I have no lawful conpresent flnd see that the ballot are trol over Judges of election, nor any
counted as they have been cast, re-- right to Instruct them as to their du
ceieved and deposited in the boxes ties which are prescribed by statute.
and the result correctly certified by
Yours very respectfully
the Judges and clerks of election.
ALFRED GRUNSFELD.
It Is further agreed that the said
Chairman.
persons to be 80 admitted into the
said eleetiqn booths as inspectors of
Albuquerque. N. M.. Nov. 4. 19u.
election shall not in any way interfere Hon. Alfred Grunsfeld, Chairman
of
wiih the judges and clerks of election
tne Board of County Commissioners.
in the discharge of their duties on
Dear Sir: In response to your reelection day or challenge any votes quest for advice as to the propriety
of
and shall not address the snld officers your instructing or requesting the
of election with reference to said elec judges of election In the several pretion, and shall not Interfere in any cincts of the county of Bernalillo, to
way with the rights of the voters; but admit to the room
in which the flee
shall be present simply as witnesses tion officers
the election per
with the right to make memoranda of sons agreed conduct
by political commit
any occurences which they may deem tees to watchupon
the conduct- - of the elec
necessary to be noted on that day.
tion, I have to say that the law dls
It is further agreed and understood tinctly provides
that no person shall
however, that the republican party be allowed to come
within tef yards
a
people's
party
and the
shall have
the polling place except the person
r'ght to have their challengers at the of
who may be
to vote and one
window or opening through which the challenger on offeringside
each
of any quesright,
to tion to be voted
'ballots are received, with the
upon or to represent
challenge voters which the law gives
each political party. I understand that
'hem
It U further agreed that during the the proposition as to which you are
desired to give instructions to the
hours of election, from 9 o'clock a judges
or election, is that persons
ni. until 6 o'clock p. m. the ballot box- shall be
admitted to the rooms where
es shall be kept in plain view of the the
election is conducted not as chalvoters who may be present at the lengers
as a sort of inspectors or
liolls; that upon the closing of the watchers.but This
would be in direci
polls at 6 o'clock p. ni. the votes shall violation
of the statute, and no agreebe counted, and that there shall be
ment by political committees would
present and admitted into the room Justify
any such action. Therefore, 1
v here the votes are counted iho inadvise you that you ought not to give
spector above provided for and one any
such instructions to the judges of
representative of the republican and election.
of the "people's tiqket; and that when
Yours truly,
hi vote has been counted that the
FRANK V. CLANCY.
judges shall 6ign and give correct cerDU'rict Attorney.
tificates to the representatives of the
snid parties present of the result of
Tne people's party representative
the count as to each candidate upon
insisted upon calling the representat lie tickets.
I: is further agreed that the inspec-tor- s tive of the republicans an Inspector
heretofore mentioned to be ad- so as to evade the attorney general s
mitted into the pulling places in the opinion. opinion
That
Is as follows:
several precincts on election day shall
receive the same pay that the Judges Morning Roswell, N. M., Oct. 31, !!".
Journal, Albuquerque, New
of election receive according to law,
Mexico.
to be paid by the chairman of th'.' comEach political party has the unmittee on joint statehood above referright to have one challenger
red i appointed by the central com- doubtedpolls,
at
either inside or outside of
the
mittees of the republic-aidemoand
the voting booths. THEY H WE NOT
cratic parties, respectively.
THE RIGHT TO INSPECT THE
I; is further agreed that we respectfully request the chairman of the UAL1AJT AT THE TIME IT IS CAST,
iMard of county commissioners to in- but may challenge the qualifications
struct or request the judges of elec- of the voter; but after the polls have
tion in the several precincts in the closed aud when the votes are lieing
county of liernalillo to observe and counted the challengers and all other
carry out the provisions of this agree- citizens have the right to Inspect the
ballots as they are being counted by
ment.
The names of the inspecting shove the judges and clerks.
W. C. REID.
referred to are as follows:
Attorney (it neral.
Precinct No. J, Manuel Castillo; No.
o. Kavid t'havts; No. 4. Federico Martinez, No. &, Jose K. Velasquez; No. , MAHARA'S
MINSTRELS
Antonio Jose Chavez y I'adilla; No. 7.
Charles Kemp; No. 8, Jesus Samora;
No. 9. Donaclano Gurule; No. 10, RoCARNIVAL TOMORROW
man Montauo; No. 11, W. H. H. Melz-ger- ;
U',
A. W. Riffle; No 13. H.
No.
R. Whiting; No H, Seferino Henavid-es- ;
Mabara's Minstrel carnival will be
No. -- -, Mercgihlo Herrera; No. 23,
Justiuiano Otero; No. L'ti, Maynard the next attraction at the Elks' opera
OunsulNo. 2K, Keliciano Chaves; No. holism. This company carries thirty
34, Pedro Klwell; No.
Ceorge C. people, twelve of whom are females.
and the entertainment liiat they give
How man.
.s nioie on ne oruer of a musical
W. H. Childers.
Chairman of the Joint Statehood Com- comedy introducing the lollv roiiidimittee appointed from the Territor- ans Tim Owsley. Hilly Young. (Jeo
Taylor. Hilly Howers and the celeial liepublican ami Democratic
brated Sam Johnson; good looking
colored girls that sing Iieaut ifully,
Sl'MMKRS lil RKHAHT.
Representative of people's Panv tic- dancing that is both graceful and
knock about. Refreshing coon songs
ket.
and high class comedy. One merry
l'.Mit;.
Albuquerque, .V M.. Nov. 3,
jingle in the entire 'i formance. This
To Alfred Grunsfeld, Chairman Hoard company will appear on tomorrow
Commis.-ionof Ouinty
s of Ilerua nifjht.
Watch for their big, uniform
lillo County.
si reel parade.
t

was made

d

d
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-
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com-mttit.-
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promptly
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"THEY WANT TO KILL
ME;

POLICE"

CALLJE

Woman Apparently Demented.
Appears at the Aloore

Home.

fond

l

answered

BELIEVE SHE IS DEMENTED
the lad.
"Who is a bigger man than Attorney General Reid," also questioned
Patrolmen Take Her to Koomlng
the mother of her son.
A Word From. Josh Wise.
"Mr.
Grunsfeld,"
Commissioner
Some meii spend so much time answered
House Where She Spends
back the smart youngster,
ryln' C be reformers they never have with
,
a smile.
the Night.
ime I' do anything else.
If yon, Mr. Voter, are In doub' as
to the youth's answers, read a cerVott for W. H. ANDREWS for dele tain article In today's Citizen on the
"They're after me; they want to
gate to congress.
fifth page.
kill me! Won't you send for the police?" hysterically cried a well dressHon. Solomon Luna, who was here
Vote for H. F. RAfNOLDS, M. E. ed brunette woman apparently about
yesterday, has gone to Valencia county. He says that county will give HICKEY, T. N. WILKERSON, T. C. 35 years of age, last night at the liome
Andrews and the county republican GUTIERREZ. E. W. DOBSON, for of John M. Moore of the Moore Realty
delegates to form constitutional con- company.
ticket big majorities.
vention under act of congress, apIt was about- 10 o'clock when the
woman appeared at the door of the
Vote for W. B. CHILDERS for the proved June 16, 1906.
Moore home, 1411 West Railroad aveterritorial council.
nue.
ThE. Cooler's
"I am in danger," she told Mrs.
Dr. Geo. W. Harrison returned to
Moore who answered her summons at
THE PLACE
the city this morning from accom
the front door. "No, I am not sure
FER FlGVTER3
panying Col. Geo. W. Prichiird on a
whether they are after me or whether
stumping tour of the eastern part of
they are trying to kill the two chilthe territory. The doctor says that
dren of my married sister who lives
everything Is Andrews In every part
In old town.
But please call for the
..e republican can
of the territory.
police and 1 will wait here on the
didate will get a large vote, even
porch for I'm afraid they will do me
among the Texans of the Pecos valharm on the Btreet."
ley.
Mis. Moore called her husband and
informed him or the woman's predica
Vote for GEORGE A. KASEMAN
ment. He came to the door and Mrs.
for house of representatives.
Moore sent a call for the police.
Patrolmen Hlithharitaln and Hossl
E. A. Miera was in the city Satur
hurried to the Moore Home. During
day night for the purpose of consult
he Interim, however, Mr. .Moore
ing with Chairman Bursum, of the re
wanted to turn on the electric light
publican territorial central commit
on the porch. To this t'.ie woman oh- tee. Mr. Miera is the Sandoval county
ected becanse she said her pursuers
candidate for the council for the
would see her.
county district.
Santa
When the patrolmen arrived she told
hem practicaly what she related be
Vote for MODESTO C. ORTIZ for
And ollicers will tie. stationed at the fore. Her statements were rather ir
house of representatives.
two city polling places to see to It rational and the patrolmen believed
The republican rally last. Salurday that all fighting bolters are thrown she was suffering from some form of
night at the corner of Railroad ave into the city bastlle and kept there dementia.
She told them her name was Mrs.
nue and Second street was the big- until the election Is over.
Orubbs nnd that she had a married
gest thing imaginable. Messrs. Chil
sister who lives In old town. They se- ders. Wilkerson and Montoya put the
uredNa room for the woman at a
voters to thinking by the good repub-- . FIRE LADDIE SUSTAINS
odglng house and this morning she
Mean words they put jnto their ears.
BROKEN COLLAR BONE was taken to her sister's home In a
Vote for SEVERO SANCHEZ
cab.
for
county commissioner.
POLITICAL

Evident Purpose of the Leaders of the
People's Party to Steal the Election
Tomorrow in the Country Precincts
Is Plainly Shown in the
Subjoined Articles.
afiH-mi'ii-

y

surveyor,

entor llagerman?" asked

An

CITIZEN.

republican ticket to deceive tfie public
another piece of news from Gallup,
relative to a Navajo Indian, who recently killed an Indian witch, committing suicide from hanging. The article
was clipped from the Gallup Republican without credit and palmed off
n the readers as "special dispatch."
etc..

IN

T

EVEN1XQ

POINTERS

FROM
The people's party rally in the GEO. BASSETT KNOCKED
WAGON STEP BY HOSE
court house of old town Saturday
COUPLING INTO
night was a "frost," if the small
STREET.
crowd present is anv criterion from
which to judge, i ue big republican
rally on this side that same night cap
George
pipeman of the Altured the crowd and held the boys for buquerque llassett,
fire department, sustained
several hours.
a broken collar bone on south Second
street late Saturday afternoon when
Vote for J. B. MAYO for county the
department responded to an alarm
commits oner.
occasioned by the Ignition of gasoline
A large number of good citizens to at the Merchants' Cafe.
Coupling with the plug at the corday have assured tnls paper that the
preachers, at the union meeting last ner of Second street and Gold avenue
night, won recruits for the straight had been made and the wagon wag go.
republican ticket, and made no votes ing at a fast clip trlailing the hose
whatever for the ticket, It Is said, behind. Hassett was standing on the
to support. Tear tetep of the vehicle wion a hose
he preachers did hot fortfy them coupling struck him in theHtreast and
selves with facts, but took as their knocked him prostrate in the street.
guide the malicious falsehoods and His Injury was sustained from the fall.
misquotations of records from pub He was able to walk and a physician
lished articles In the Morning Fakir was summoned to get the broken bone
It is reported today that the Injured
Journal. It is to be regretted that
inese good men, ministers of the gos pipeman is resting easily. The hurt
pel, have got themselves so tangled will probably lay him oft from nctlve
as not to give: tne opposition a fai duty for two or three weeks.
The fire was caused by Trank Stef
show, even from the pulpit.
fens, proprietor of the cafe, who step
Vote for ISIDORO SANDOVAL for ped on a match which ignited a quantity of gasoline accidentally spilled
probate judge.
on the floor of the place,
lhe flames,
Seferino Crollott has broken into which immediately tilled the restaur
the limelight and has written a card ant, threatened for a time to consume
to the Morning Fakir Journal, deny- the block. Promptness of the Are de
ing the report that he was in old partment ln responding to the alarm
town when the republicans held their prevented serious damage. The flames
rally the other night.
Who cares were extinguished with chemical ap
where Seferino was that night? Isn't paratus. Mr. Steffens with rare pres
this the same fellow who was ac ence of mind ran to the back yard
cused, a few years ago, when up for witn a large can of gasoline he held
office, that,, he would not know a In his band and averted a serious ex
school house if he 'would meet It In plosion which would probably have had
the road? Yea!
serious If not fatal results.
1

Vote for NESTOR MONTOYA for INJURED BY HORSE 1
FALLING ON HIM.
probate clerk and
recorder.
Jack Essary was injured by his
The dirtiest and meanest piece of horse falling on him, says the Tu- The horse was
work these bolters and some of their cumcari News.
partisan friends have been guilty of thoroughbred bronco and after pitch
this exciting campaign is attempting ing himself tired, jumped as high as
to get certain people discharged from his strength would permit him and
holding their present positions just fell on his back .cathlng the rider
because they intend to vote the re- itmler him. Jack s left arm is badly
publican ticket. They tried it on Col. broken, besides be sustained numer
E. W. Dtilison. who is the local attor-ne- ous other minor Injuries, but he Is not
of the Santa Fe railroad, and considered fatally hurt and is getting
Harry Cooper, who is a deputy United along; nicely.
States marshal, but the dirty scheme
The Remark Sarkastikul.
iliil not work.
lion. .las. I. McLleary and son
Vote for THOMAo S. HUBBELL Leslie, s'nt two days of this week in
Worthiugton, shaking hands with
for sheriff.
their many friends.
There Is no use
A telephone
message from 1). M. talking, this district Is proud of its
White, chairman of the republican congressman. His policy Is absolute
central committee of Santa Fe county, ly right ami he's the boy that can
gives this paper the information prove it in a very few words. You
that
carry
Andrews w ill
Santa will have an opHirtuiilty to hear Mr
Fe county by at least 'coil ma- McCleary speak in Worthlngton be
fore long, and we hope to see a large
jority, and thai me county repub
crowd turn out. We especially hope
lican ticket will be elected by majoriof th
ties ranging from 250 to 400 votes. to see the wind Jammer
orttiingion Herald present, as a ke.t
It Is Mr. White's opinion that Catron
for council, aud Esquipula Baca for H- of brains will be brought to the
nir uiose w no naven t any.
house have the hardest race, but both
ortbiimton (Minn l Cilobe.
will lie elected in the district com"That kleplomauic certainly
ha
prised by Santa
counties
by good majorities.
Mr. Wliite also her nerve with her In police court
states, as his opinion, that the fusion Mie used her skill even in the cour
room."
county ticket will win by small ma"Is that so? What did she get?"
jorities in Sandoval county.
"Ninety days."
Vote for GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
"I saw a dozen lovely bargains
for assessor.
(lowniuwii today, but couldn't take
of them because I had no
"I am afraid there will be a blizzard in the mountains tomorrow. Oh, money."
"How many did you ay?''
Jesus, won't it be cold." said Heaven
"A dozen."
to Judge Jesus Romero this morning.
"You're minii'thinK of a In i;a l n
Jesus looked at him out of the corner
yourself, aren't you?
of his left eye, and said:
"I am remitter
afraid we are up against it."
The GO TO
GRAHAM
BROTHERS'
judge has just returned from the CLUB ROOMS AND HEAR
THE
mountains. He was there WednesELECTION RETURNS WHICH WILL
day evening.
His followers must BE RECEIVED THERE BY SPECIAL
have been with him. They did not LEASED WIRE TOMORROW AND
attend the Andrews meeting at the NEXT NIGHT.
court house, although the house was
filled witli in ire sincere friends.
Had a Clote Call.
"A dangeroun surgical o ration, inC.
ED. NEWCOMER
Vote for
for volving the removal of a malignant
treasurer and
ulcer, as large as my hand, from my
collector.
daughter's, hip, was prevented by the
Wouldn't .Indue Jesus Komero and application of Itui klen s Arnica Salve"
Alfred Grunsfeld. as political bosses, ays A. ('. S'ii Kel, of .Miletus, W. Va.
be a tine pair to draw to?
"1'ers Intent use of ill- - Salve completely cured i!."
urt i, cuts, burns and
injuries. 2 .if at all druggist.
Vote for J. A. MILLER for supero
intendent of schcolr.
K!itl;iil reiuius will bu received at
The Morning Fakir Journal stopped tl.ie Elk' opera house on Tuesday
long enough last uight in its villiftca-tio- n evenlnu, Manara's IHg Minstrels will
of the candidates on the straight enliii.ii.i you In wren, messages.
y
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BURSUM

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Fin
ishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES
OUR

visit

from the beet looms,

AND

SPANISH
Write or call for full
Information.

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library Building, AlbuquTqu;

!

.JUST RKCKIVKD
at the

Only In Use Two Months

New and

lj

117 Gold Avcn uo

1

s

M. BERGER. T
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque. N. M.
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gm
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gm
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g
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FRENCH BAKERY
213 WE8T RAILROAD AVE.

'

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors
CAKES

liKKAD
Better

Than

Home-Mad-

?

FINE LJNE OP

UUTTER NUT

Always on Hand.

e.

000

0

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

Convenience - Comfortelephone

makee

the

duties lighter, the carea
and the worries fewer.

leas,

The

YOU

t-

Security I

The telephone preserves you'
health, prolongs your life and
protecta your home.

NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Highland Rooming (louse
Prop.

ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.

JUST

--

New Furniture, Steam
Heat and Everything Connected
With the Place Brand New.
ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

New Building,

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
Bond.

TheGeo.T.MaggCo.
Distillers.

MEUNI

& CO.,

-

A MATTEUCCI.

FKANKFOHT,

Ranges

Don't Dispute with a Womaji, I .
t
,
Especially, if he teUi you to ord.a ..
sack of
1
EMPRESS FTOUR.' '
Make ao excuse, (IT you should Ma
get the order), thai you could ke
find It, for erery firt-cla- e
grotM
handles EMPRESS. You Trfll eJwwf
good
good
find
bieouitx, ope
bread,
paetry aad moat Important of aH.
good cheer to greet you vfeea
come borne for your dinner. Try Hw
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empreat Mrj
all others,

Remember, we handle the best
meata and a full line of choice groceries.

In

Perfect Condition

Second-han- d

DORRADAILE

Champion Grocery snd fvieat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeraa
.
choice line of Imported Good Direct from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.

MRS. M. E. HEINDL,

Nw Mxco

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER ,.

HEAR

free.

LAW

SPELLING
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING

BROTHERS
THE
ELECTION RETURNS WHICH WILL
BE RECEIVED THERE BY SPECIAL
LEASED WIRE TOMORROW AND
NEXT NIGHT.

Bottled

BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
CORRESPONDENCE
COMMERCIAL

-

sin-ec-

BOOKKEEPING
ENGLISH

7T7ST

the

A Year of Blood.
ar 11(03 will long ue remem
The
bered in the home of F. N. Tacket o
Alliance. Ky., as a year of blood
which flowed so copiously from Mr,
Tacliel's lungs that death seemed very
near. He writes: "Severe bleeding
from the lungs and a frightful cough
had brought me at death's door, wlieu
I began taking Dr. King s New Discovery for Consumption, with the as
tonlshing result that after taking fou
bottles I was completely restored and
as time has proven permanently
cured.
Guaranteed for sore lungs
coughs and colds, at all druggists
Price :.u cents and $1. Trial bottle

We offer thorough
courses In

DAY OR

corro so as to be ready Tuesday morn'
ng to vote. The political situation in
Socorro county Is very similar to the
situation in Bernalillo county. The
disgruntled republicans have formed a
combination with the democrats with
hopes of defeating the straight re
publican ticket but unlike the sacri
fice in this county where the demo
crats were content to claim but one
candidate on tha ticket which was
done for the sole purpose of getting
the county funds for "Rosa" Marron'8 bank the Socorro county demo
crats have a large percentage of the
candidates on the non de script tic
ket. The Socorro "rumps" however
have no possibility of winning. A
prominent Socorro democrat Is quoted
s saying that he would be tempted
to vote the straight republican ticket
under the circumstances.

LOMMORI

Staab Building

If you wish to qualify for business
you should attend the

territorial republican central commit
tee left last night for his home at So

GO TO
GRAHAM
CLUB ROOMS AND

FABER
....

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

VOTE

Hon. H. O, Uursum chairman of

lifflnm-.mfliriiiise-

T

A-LBER-

GOES
E TO

RUG DEPARTMENT la a revelation to those wtio
It, because of the great variety of Domestic Rugs

KY.

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. H. LEADING
DRUGGISTS
3fc'

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES

I

The St. Elmo

J JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
120 West Railroad Avenue

0000400040
Hay,

Finest Whiskies

i

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

!

SAMPLE AND

CLUB ROOM9

ft

F. PALMER
J.
Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGE
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
Both Phone.
501 North First Street.

& EAKIN
HAVE YOUR TIN WORK

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque, H. M.
Automatic Phone,

199.

DONE

L

CLUB HOUSE PANCAKE FLOUR
FOUND.

t'JBJECT TO YOUR OWN APPROV - BEST ON THE MARKET.
t L AT THE NEW STAR TIN 8HOP. ONLY AT MALOY'S.
i

"
LOUIS F. STUECKEL, PROPRIETOR
l
for JAFFA'S KRACK
.315 WEST COPPER AVENUE. AUTO- ' MATIC PHONE 648.
BREAD and take no other.

KREAH

EVEX1XQCITIZK2T.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

ONCE A FINE

MONDAY,

BOSS WITH AN ICE COLD HEAD

A

j

IP

NOW IS

OWNS
WHO
McCARREN.
AND
DEMORACY
BROOKLYN'S
IS ONE OF THE MOST LUMINOUS FIGURES IN THE BIG NEW
YORK CAMPAIGN.

PAT

MERELY JUNK
New Jersey's Bloods Gam
ble In Order to Increase
Some Hospital Fund.

lH

deeils.
most recent contribution to the
political excitement of the times was
tli bolting of Hearst, democratic and.

FIRST PRESIDENT WHO
WILL LEAVE HOME SOIL

$1.75

Long Kimonds in Japanese
effects, $2.50 kind, for..

$2.19

;

indept ndence league rnndblnte
for;
governor. Kven In that momentous
action McCarren didn't talk unit h. He
applied to Hearst some of the hardest.:
words In the language and openly and
forcibly announced that the l'.rooklyp
"agin"!
democratic organization wa
Hearst
the editor candidate. What
has said In bis papers in reply is an-- ,
other story.
McCarren's action caused great surprise. It was taking a. regular party
organization from a regulur party can- dldate. ltesides It seemed risky because of the etrong Hearst following
In Brooklyn. As a candidate for mayor
a year ago Hearst and his fellow can- dldates on the municipal ownership
ticket carried the borrougb by a big
majority over their republican and
democratic opponents.
When the bolt was announced other'
men went up In the air. but McCarren
kept his feet solidly o the ground. He
Is, as always, the most serene player
in the game. Serenity Is his special- ty. He wouldn t recognize worry if
somebody showed him a picture of it.
On the night of a redhot election
when things unexpectedly went wrong
for their party the democratic leaders
felt the netd of a conference with McCarren. Flying couriers finnlly found
MR. CARREN AND THE
him peacefully sleeping in a hotel.
Reading democratic defeat in the returns he had gone to bed. He went a stable of running horses. He Is one;
to headquarters, and in answer to the of the big bettors In the game. Often
'has from $1,000 to $10,0uu at stake
exclamations of the excited leaders he
a race. Win or lose he Is calm
begged them to be calm.
a thousand miles from'
"You know," he said, "that In a as any man
week, you will feel all right over this the track. ' Not. a trace of exultation
thing. Then why not begin feeling all In his looks or voice if he wins. No
sign of disappointment if he loses.
right now?"
McCarren Is a lawyer, but It U so
His don't worry philosophy Is carried to the betting ring of the race long since he practiced that not many
track, which is his chief diversion or know of his professional standing. He
business, or both. He long has owned has been a member of the state sen-- '

America's Greatest Pcsl Was In
troduced by Careless Scientist
For Experiment Purpose.

$2 Outing Flannel Sacque
very dressy style, for . .

1

IN THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL 'WE WILL
SELL YOU ANY LADIES' SWEATER IN THE
HOUSE, ALL COLORS. ALL STYLES, INCLUD-INTHE VEST EFFECTS. FOR 25 PER CENT.
OFF THE REGULAR PRICE.
KINKLEDOWN, A NEW EFFECT IN EIDER.
DOWN. WE HAVE IN NEARLY ALL COLORS
AND AN EXTRA GOOD QUALITY,
WHICH,
FOR THIS WEEK. WE WILL SELL THE 50c
GRADE FOR 45e THE YARD. THIS GOODS IS
JUST THE THING FOR CHILDREN'S COATS

Out- -

He

111--

5. 1906.

Good Thread, 3 Spools 10c

We are offering this week a 75c
mg dressing aacque, very
pretty and new, for

By Jacob Waldeck.
Special Corespcindence.
f
tin
New York, Nov. Ii One
most luminous figures In the present
exciting campaign Is Patrick Mr Car-- :
ren. boss of the Brooklyn democracy.
He shines through few words ami

NOVEMBER

AND CAPS.

j

l'liiladelphta, Nov. ii. The sloop of
war St. Iwouig has been handed over to
h junk man and In u siiort time will
!)
no more. The tt. Louis at present
lies In the Delaware river near this
eily. At the beginning of the reliel-linshe was comparatively old, but
1
di.i good service on several expeditions and wast gunrdshlp at the latter
part of the war at various ports in
Hie Atlantic and along the gulf which
were supposed to he menaeed by the
rebels, even that time many decades
if hls!ory looked down on her. In the
time of John Quinry Adams she was
navy
launched at the Washington
HUES
yard and in the ensuing forty or fifty
THE OLD WOLF OF
3. D. Eakln, President.
years she nailed the seas of the world,
Chas. Mellnl, Sucretary
G. Gioml, Vice President
O. Bachechi, Treasurer
strangw
(ought
explored
pirates,
waters and served I'd the Mexican and
rebellion wars. At one time the St.
Louis figured conspicuously in AmeriIn
can and European diplomacy.
Success ore to
WAY THEY CARTOON HIM
a Hungarian
1848 Martin Koszita,
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI 4. GIOMI.
NOT ONLY BUTTS IN ON NEW
rebel who fled to the United States
YORK CAMPAIGN, BUT IS COMWMOLKMALK DEALKR IM
on the overthrow, of Kossuth end his
ING BACK TO OLD STAMPING
ate for about sixteen years 3II but
cause, took out his preliminary citiGROUND.
one term. In one campaign the
zenship papers here, and then going
publicans nc mlnatcd a popular bar-Ito Turkey on business was seized by
tendt r to oppose him. .McCarren
W kttp vtrylblng la stock to outfit tbo
the Austrian consul at Smyrna and
treaied the ep osition with contempt,
most fastidious bar compl&to-Havput on board an Austrian frigate.
nn,i figured that it was not necessary
appointed
exclusive agents in the 8outhwest for Joe. 8.
been
Captain
1853.
Duncan
In
That was
to make a fight, he was beaten
Schliti, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries: Yellowstone,
Is'. Iugraham, of the St. Ixiuls, learned
McCarren's only visible business Is
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Mon-- ?
it the facts, notified the American
i ls l acing stable.
It has Ik en said,
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention,
general at Constantinople and
however, that, like other political
wag told to deman Koszita's release.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Is Interested in contracting
leaders,
be
Jpgtaham requested the Austrian capBut sell the straight article as received by us from the best 'Wineries
firms that do business with the city.
reup,
and, on that
tain to give him
DlBtlUerles and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect oorj
quest being refused, he declared mat
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price but,
inli-c- .
thii nrlinnpr waa anrrendereii
issued to dealers only.
Ke county to recover on delinquent,
capable
of
country
a
is
one.
bright
It
at 4 o'clock that afternoon he would
coupons
same.
comon
the
interest
und
Us
development
and
wonderful
take him by force. .At the same time
E
They obtained judgment as in right
ix got his vessel Into position, cleared mercial prospects are excellent."
'
and law they should have done.
his decks and was about to open fire
It took the scandal mongers und
when the Austrian captain handed the SEAL SKINS ARE GOINGT
M
b'ackmallers fourteen years to charge
S'GH. J"
jirisoner over to the French consul.;
vVTxPF
t
jti-aMayo
improperly
5. A prominent
Mr.
had
acted
York.
j.leading an examination of the case.!, Nf
t'hey
and corruptly fit the matter.
city es mates that
This was satisfactory and resulted in furrier In this
iuculd not dare to do so now were
ln5 ,0 tne yearlv decline in the catch
release.
;
t e! e district attorney
who would do
im seals tor me past, si jram, rim-& iti eir duty and enforce th statutes of
skin garments this year will be
PLAYING EUCHRE FOR
t; e territory In respect to criminal
ner cnt. dearer than they were in
lu;el.
- j
5.feafew
Nov.
-A
J.,
N.
Vaterson
Rooknoy ,8lan(l9 of
wer takpn ,n
iir. Mayo's record in this county
ture In euchre parties was introduced gt paul an(J st George aml tha rear
a id wherever he Is known and where- of
here this afternoon when a number
ever he has lived, in New Jersey, and
n
tne 8eagon cl08e(1 only 14,400.
ladies sat down at St. Joseph's hos- RICHARD D. CROCKER.
1 nice residing In Sautai Fe county and
Oststde Building Orde --s Solicited and Work
.1
funds
pital and played in aid of the
NAVy needs more
Iwmest,
Albuquerque,
of
an
Regarding
FaCtS
HlSjl
is
Some
New
York. Nov. 5. Richard Croker.
that
i
j
aux-lad
es'
of the institution. The
Iposs of Tammany hall,
MEN THAN ENLIST
honorable business man, true to his
Guaranteed First-Clas- s.
iliary of the hospital, of which. Mrs.
Washington,
Nov. 5. Commander
OfUCtdl DUtieS aS a UOmmiS- - word, absolutely careful to carry out has leaped back Into the glare of full H
invited
president,
Chas. G. Beattie is
,Vm p white, who is in charge of the
every obligation of a citizen, of an of- - publicity again. Ia New York polia large number of ladies from the city, recentltv established recruiting sta-anSlOTier 01 Santa Fe COUnty.
.'.rial, and in any business obligation, tics he has "mixed in." From his seN. AT.
Given
h
given
were
for
after play prizes
tlon ,n Cleveland, reports that he has
that he may incur.
He Is a cluded retreat In Ireland the grizzled
M
ue nest. guie, iuC
not secured as many men during the
clean minded, sober.
industrious old chief of the most famous spoils
the hospital fund The 4arty was a past month as he had hoped. Com- - From Saut.a Fe Jifcw Mexican.
right thinking
He system In the world growls out a conand
citizen.
, . blackmailers who always-- : U attacked now by the Albuquer- - temptuous rebuke to C'nas. Francis
ftreat success.
mandcr White attributes the falling
nog Murphy, whom he placed In the stewoff in naval and military recruiting come to.
,A
sal l"!
fi iai sal iai tM sfi
the front la political cam- - '!le ak'r Journal and a yellow
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Some think
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Inspector's Report
Show That Alany Permits Were Issued
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line of stoves and ranges. Prices and terms
to suit all. h s
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Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY , BUGGY. THAT NOTION
IS COSTING
THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Highlands Get Many Substantial
Homes While Lowlands Come
In For Larger Houses.
The report of Building Inspector
Wiiitcomb, when it Is given to the
city council on this evening, will
show that permits for $37,000 were
Issued during the month of October,
which Indicates that the now begun
winter will be a busy one In building
circles, despite the fact that the summer was comparatively dull.
Of the
twenty-threpermits Issued, not one
calls for a business block
which
would form any large portion of the
total amount. A majority of the permits call for new residences, brick
and frame, and alterations of residences and Improvements. It is strikingly evident that the Highlands have
been chosen by both speculators and
home builders as a very desirable residence Krtion of the city, though the
Perea and Grant additions are not
entlreley forgotten.
The better class
of residences, in fact, ore going to
the west and northwest parts of the
city, while the houses being built on
the Highlands consist entirely of cottages of one story.
This Is probably
due somewhat to fhe fact that Highland property is not held as high as
property In the other parts of the city
mentioned.
The permits granted were as follows:
W. R. Whitney, a
frame,
with cement block foundation, to cost
$1,500. A. W. Hayden has contract
F. H. Kent, alterations
to brick
house at corner of Tijeras avenue and
Will-ran- i
$350.
Eleventh street, to cost
Coulodon has contract.
Whitney company, corral and stable
at end of West Coal avenue, $350. No
contractor employed.
J. A. Garcia, eight-roobrick resl-nee, block 900 West Tijeras avenue,
to cost $3,000. G. J. Mace has contract,
cottage
T. Y. Maynard,
corner of Golod avenue and Eighth
street, to cost $2,000. C. O. Stevens
has contract.
E. I.. Washburn company, alterations to store on South Second street,
to cost $400. A. W. Hayden has con-

ried two years ago to M;ss Mae Flynn,
daughter of Yardmaster Flynn, of
Amarillo, who was some years ago
stationed In Rnswell.
Mr. Roney
leaves a wife and child of ten months.
He was alKiut forty years of age, nnd
C li i . Mainz, special officer for the would have been made a passenger
The remains
Santa Ke at A (h Fork. Ariz., was an conductor before long.
will probably be burled In Amarillo.
Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
says: A FIREMAN'S WIDOW SUES
The Gallup Rerubliean
THE SANTA FE.
switchman and a mm from Thoreau
Mrs. Emma J. Banks, widow of C.
had a misunderstanding and attemptC. Banks, a locomotive fireman, who
ed to settle their differences with a was drowned November 21. 10O5, at
razor and knife. One of them re- Redondo. Cal., when a Santa Fe enceived a had cut on the hnnd. They gine crashed through pier No .1 and
were broiifiht before Judge Brown and fell Into the ocean, has brought suit
were lined 115 each.
in I.os Angeles against the Santa Fe
Railway company for $25,000 damages.
Gust Stormhurg and family, recent'
In her complnlnt Mrs. Banks alleges
ly of Gallup, are In the city ihe guests that the pier was unsafe and the deof Mr. and Mrs. O. Gable, or 417 fendant company was negligent In alWest Lead avenue. Mr. Rtromlnirf?! lowing the heavy engine to run out on
has given up 'nis position as. section the shaky structure.
foreman for the Santa Fe at Gallup j Claiming that a Southern Pacific
and be is now taking his family to a conductor choked him and tried to
farm In Missouri.
forcibly eject him from a train between this city and Pomona, June 7
A large number of people were dislast, W. S. Bowser brought
In the
appointed this morning to find that superior court against thesuitcorporatrain No. 10 carried no mail car. Un- tion for $5,000 damages. Bowser says
der the present ruling the mail car in his complaint that, he was a pasbrought here from El Paso Is switched senger en route to I.os Angeles, and
out and put on No. 2 and carried on ho'preseented a ticket In good form.
east by No. 2. The west bound train The conductor told him tne ticket was
No. 9 carries a mail car through from worthless and, though he says he
Chicago to El Paso. Train No. 10 car- offered to pay his fare, he claims E.
ries no mail east of Albuquerque.
O. Fitzgerald, the conductor, assaulted
m
m
him.
Train No. 10. the new El
train, was an hour and a half
late this morning as a result of the THE GREAT MAHARA
confusion which always attends the
starting of new trains. No. 9, the
other new train, however, arrived
MINSTRELS HERE TUESDAY
lust evening about on time. The
equipment which went west several
days agoVarrying loads of homeseek-er- s
It was In
evening
ihe
to California is now being return- day's work inthethe cotton when
field was
ed east. One train of fourteen cars of done and "Massa" had gone
to bed
dead equipment passed through the In the darkest days of slavery that
the
city this morning liound east.
darkey toilers of the plantation were
E. Sanders, Santa Fe freight oon" wont to gather around their humble tract.
Mrs. H. E. Powns, addition to resihuts, there hold high carnival under
ductor at Needles, was acquitted of the
pale light of the moon. Though dence at 506 South Arno street, to
the charge of receiving stolen goods
at the trial before Justice Hoot the all or nearly all this has passed into cost $500. A. W. Hayden has contract.
frame
other day. Sanders was arrested in history and tradition, there Is still a J. H. Meriifleld,
connection with the robbery of Santa good strong semblance of those never cottage corner of Copper avenue and
Hill street, to cost $700. Floyd Moore
Fe freight cars by two brakemen. to be forgotten days left in "planta
Some of the stolen goods were found tion life." A vivid spectacle intro- has contract. four-rooN. Klrsch,
cottage on
In Sanders' room, but he said that duced in Mahara Bros. Big Minstrel
they were placed there without his Carnival this season which makes its South Edith street, $1,600. Superior
knowledge.
H. M. Willis, assistant appearance at the Elks 'theater on No- Planing Mill company has contract.
Mrs. .. Merrlweather,
frame house
district attorney. Attorney i E. Bled- vember 6. To make the pictures more
soe and Reporter 1, Benjamin, of San realistic ihey Introduce ten of. the near corner of Silver avenue and
Bernardino, attended the hearing at handsomest Creole Jadies from the Eighth street, $500.
Boyott Teche, La., pastimes of the rice
C. A. Tharp, brick reRidf-neat 318
Needles.'
and tobacco fields, giving an enter- South Edith street. $1,900. No conThe Brotherhood of Railway Clerks taining exhibition of tobacco stripping tractor employed.
gave a rousing demonstration in New and manipulation. Grand choruses of
M. Olsen.
frame cottage
Orleans the other night over their superemiuence, song with the rich corner of Slate and Forrester avenue,
victory with the Texas & Pacific and true plaintive voices of the southern to cost $1,900.
No contractor emIllinois Central roads In ihe form of a negro. The ladles of the company are ployed.
parade. Over fi0i men were in line also setn in the second edition of the
Porterfleld company,
frame
which was led by a band. Colored program, known as minstrelsy of to- in the Highland addition, south, $1,800.
transparencies were carried in the pa- day, showing the evolution of the F. M. Moore has contract.
rade bearing the legends: "The Illi- macks since emancipation. This amMr. Jones, entrance to back buildnois Central Set the Pace, the Texas usement, Dusky Beaux and belles Is ing nt 118 North High street, to cost
& Pacific Followed." "All the Clerks spectacular, up to date, singing
and $35u. A. W. Hayden has contract.
Ask of the Southern Pacific is a Condancing, dressed In costumes of the
Hr. E. N. Wilson, three brick cotference." "Southern Faelflc Out Two club, reception and the ball room.
tages at 316 and 318 South Walter
Weeks, but Not Weak."
No contractor emstreet. $7,000.
ployed.
DIVORCE MEANS.
WHAT
MEXICAN CENTRAL ISSUES
J. M. Grebs, frame cottage corner of
The Census Taker "Your name,
NEW
FOLDER.
Tijeras
avenue and Mulberry street,
mum?"
The Mexican Central Railway comNo contractor emto cost $1,000.
"I don't know."
Novempany tias issued an
ployed.
"Beg
pardon,
mum?"
ber folder, the most compete pamphA. Merler, a back building at Roma
At present
let that the road has ever put out. my"I've been divorced.
name is Mrs. Jones In this state. avtnue and Eleventh street, $100. No
It is full of interesting reading matIn several states it Is Miss Smith, contractor employed.
ter about points that the line touches my
A. Huning. addition to warehouse
maiden name and In three states
in the republic and Is interspersed
on John's street, $0,300.
with illustration! of the most princi- it is Mrs. Brown, my first husband's
Mrs. E. Baca, repairs to residence
name."
pal cities on the road.
on Marquette
avenue, near Sixth
"This is your residence, mum?"
The folder contains a complete map
"I eat and sleep here, hut I have a streft. $350. A. W. Hayden has conof Mexico, a diagram of Mexico City
tract.
and a panorame view of ih" Iooalo. trunk in a neighboring state, where I
B. FerguRson, second story porch
The booklet also has a picture of the am getting a divorce from my pres- to H.
Columbus hotel, $150. C. E. Maples
train ent husband."
Mexican Central passenger
"Then you are married at present?"' has contract.
standing in the union depot yards of
C. A. Grande, a bouse for storing
Tin married in Texas, New York
El Paso.
No
a
a
and Massachusetts; divorced in South lime, on North Broadwuy, $l5u.
Dakota. Missouri. Alaska. Oklahoma contractor employed.
FIREMAN BUMPUS HAS
frame house
A CHARMED
LIFE. and California; a bigamist In three! S. R. Dale,
f Iron avenue and Walter
The wreck f Sunday was cleaned other states, and a single woman ini0,rn,'r
street, $l,Soo.
No contractor nuup the same evening, so that traffic eight others." Chicago Tribune.
ploved.
was not badly interrupted, mivs the
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
li. b Helgbls, ll
tame
San Bernardino Sun. Engine !'fti that
corner of New York avenue and
struck the rear of the train was not BREAD and take no ether.
badly damaged, as she was kick In
Bervice on Tuesday.
Several ears
were completely destroyed, including
the caboose and the water service outfit cars. W. E. Smith, the unfortunate man who was killed, was asleep
in one of the cars.
The injuries (C
the balance were trivial, the fireman, H
G. W. Bumptis. on the engine that was
to
damaged, was also fireman on the Mi
1 0 som
when Engineer Killilea was k'll-last
spring. Both times be escaped without anv injuries.

RAILROADTOPICSi

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr First Strtt and Ttjtra A vena
"O0000K)000CCC0

004KK00O0O0C
VISIT OUR NEW

two-stor-

m

d

five-roo-

two-roo-

e

five-roo-

six-roo-

six-roo-

two-stor- y

I

STORE

212 NORTH SECOND STREET

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

e

Puso-Chl-cag-

Harnes s

MJL

DURING MONTH OF OCTOBER

THE FURNITURE MAN
BOTH

L

i

EIVIFVIONS

Corner CmI and Secsnd

Vehicles
.AND.

BRIDGE-BEAC-

(

ooooooogoocco

Building

If you buy your heater
of us. We handle the

iSUPERIOR

PACE SEVEN.

STILL GROWINGi

Are Coming

O.

HT1ZEN.

A HOT POTATO

IS

ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING

THE

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Harness & Saddles,

T

fcJeventh

sliet,

Sampsell has Railway company. Principal place, of
business, Alamogordo, Otero county.
A. B. McMlllen, alterations to resi- - Territorial agent. W. A. Haw kins, at.
deuce, at 119 South Walter street. Alamoaordo f'niilt.i ...b
$000.
A. V. Hayden has contract.
.divided into two thousand r.hares of
the iar value of $on each. Onject,
building and operating a railroad line
OFFICIAL MATTERS
letween Dawson an I Corona. Duration, fifty years. Incorporators, A.
,C. Janus. C. H. Dodse and James Mc-- j
Pensions Allowed.
Lean, of New York City; John. Frank
The following pensions have been lin and H. J. Simmons, of El Paso,
allowed:
Texas; E. I.. Carpenter,' Dawson and
George R. Barber, of Lincoln, in- W. A. Hawkins, Alamogordo.
crease of pension to $12 per month
f:'om September 19, 190fi.
William A. Reed, of Central, orig- MAGAZINE STORY ON
inal pension $0 per month, from September 24, 1906.
TERRITORIAL
Jose Silverlo Mestas, of Vallecitos,
FAIR
pension $12 per month, from August 29.
Earl W. Shultz, of Fort Bayard, "THE GREAT SOUTHWEST" DEpension $24 per month from June 15,
VOTES TWO PAGES TO THE
19or,, and $30 per month from August
LATE SUCCESSFUL FES25. 1906.
TIVAL.
David Flisher, Pena Blanca, pension
$6 per month from October 18, 1906.
"The
Esqulpula Fresques, of Penasco, In- magazineGreat Southwest," the new
crease of pension to $12 per month November published In Denver, In its
number, contains a
e
from August 15, 1906.
story
New Mexico's terPolinarlo Sedillo, Centra, pension ritorial fair,about
written by Charles H.
$10 per month, from September 10,
Horton. The story Is elaborately il1906.
lustrated and Is an excellent adverJohn Coyne, Fort Bayard, pension tisement for
the fair and the terrl-lry- ,
$17 per month, from July 2, 1906.
as well as being a very interestPostoffice News.
ing story.
The followig new imstofilces estaV aces, me The pictures of the Indian
oroncho busting and the
llished: Johnson, Union county, D.
or Albuquerque with Its
main
C. Johnson, postmaster; Telles, Dona holidaystreet
are eseclally fine.
attire
county, E. E. Moreno, postmaster.
The following poslolHces have been
WOMEN'S WOES.
discontinued: Hopewell, Rio Arriba
county, mall will be supplied from Albuquerque Women Are Finding
Tusas; Marina, Rio Arriba county,
Relief At Last
mall supplied from Ablqulu.
It
dot
s seem that women hare more
The postoffice at Phillipsburg, Sierra county, has been dlscontlnned and than a fair share of the aches and
pains
that afflict humanity; they must
mail addressed to It will in the future
"keep up," must attend to duties in
be sent to Falrview, Sierra 'county.
spite
oi constantly aching backs, or
Benjamin W. Gieske has been appointed postmaster at Baldy, New headaches, dizzy spells, bearing down
pains;
they must stoop over, when to
Mfxico.
stoop means torture. They must
walk
Forest Guards in Civil Service.
and bend and work with rackine naln
Forest Supervisor Leon F. Knelpp 'and many aches from kidney
ills. Kid- received a telegram from the head uejs cause mors suffering than
any
office at Washington notifying him
t her
organ of the body. KeeD the
t!at seven forest guards under him Moneys well nil health la ....(I..
had successfully passed the civil serv - maintained.
ice examination to be assistant forest
Mrs. Juana Arias,
Franclso
rangers. They are A. J. Abbott, C. street. Santa Fe, N. ofJI., San
says:
H. Berry. J. C. Dexter, C. R. Dwire, a year and a half a pain across "For
my
Hugh II. Harris and L. J. Mundell, of back was very severe
it. increased
the Jemez forest reserve, and G. A. so that I was compelledandto take
to my
Viles, of the Pecos forest reserve. bed and stay there for two
weeks. A
The promotion carries with it an ad- friend knowing my condition advised
vance in salary.
the use of I hum's Kidney pin- - and
they were obtained for me. I Msed the
Civil Service Examinations.
George Mlgnardot, Eduardo Delga remedy according to directions, when
do and Albert Cornell yesterday fore- Ji"' "'lack of backache disappeared,
n'8 'as eight months ago and I have
noon took the civil service examina- Hon at the federal building, Santa Fe, km noticed a return.
Previous to
lor the positions of Mstoftlce clerk using Doan's Kidney Pills I had tried
plasters
my
on
back, but I might as
and letter carrier.
The examining
have used a much brown paper.
board consists of Charles J. Parsons, well
I am only too pleased
R. J. Crlchton and Miss
to recommend a
Emily A.
upon which the public can deWalter of the Santa Fe office. The remedy
!pend."
result of the examination will be anFor sale by all dealers.
Price 50
nounced next month. Oaly one vaFoster-MllbuCo., Buffalo,
cancy on the postofllce force at Santa cents.
N.
Y.,
agents
sole
for the Cnited
Ke is to be filled at present, i hat of
States.
substitute elerk.
Remember
the name Doan's and
Articles of Incorporation.
take no other.
i
The following articles of Incorporao
Anyway, you cant helii lun.im
tion have been filed In the office Of
lerritonal Secretary J. W. Knynolds: John I. Rockefeller knows lher is a
Dawson, El Paso and Southwestern trial In Kindlay, Ohio.
'

contrnct.

KORBER

$1,800,

ALBUQUrRQUr,

WE FILL

two-pag-

CO.,

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
o

At Consistent
Prices
MERCHANT

&

NKW MEXICO

j

PRESCRIPTIONS

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

THIRD STREET

TAILORING

Moat Market

UPSTAIRS,

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMBINI. PROPRIETOR.
All Kinds of Freeh and

BPAKEMAN

CAVELL

PAINFULLY INJURED

Si et ial Correspondence.
Carizoo. N. M., Nov.
Brakemaa
Cavell, of the Capitan branch, met
a
with
painful accident today when
'he train was a f w miles out of ihU
place.
He was selling the brake on
Ihe coach with a club when the engineer applied the air. and as it acted
in revn-sof the hand brake, the force
of it threw Cavel) from the platform,
and his collar bone was broken by
the fall. The train was backed down
to Currizoo and Dr. Howe called at
once, to look after the Injured man.
He sta'es that the Injury, though
painful, is not serious. Cavell was
put on train 4;l and taken to the hospital at Alamogordo.
1

RONEY'S BODY
BADLY NEGLECTED.
Roiiey,
E.
of Amarillo Texas,
John
was killed the other day pear Higniii,
l i" miles east
point
Texas, at a
of
It is thought that Roney
Amarillo
went ahead of the train, a freight, of
which he was the conductor, to close
a switch, lnd iha! the train ran him
CONDUCTOR

His lin.lv was found badly
mangled, and was prepared for burial
by the undertaker ;.t Hig us an 'le'n
sent to Aimo'illo
Mr. Roney was well known in
being a luemiier of the Uoswell
down.

I

Ros-wel-

Knights of Pythias and also a thirty-secon- d
degree Mason.
He was mar
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its Location

PKf.RN IS

III MILKS SOl'TM OF Al.Itl gl'KR-QT'AT TUB Jl'NCTlON OF THE MAIN
LINK OF TI1H SANTA FB SYSTEM
LEADING
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON' AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
AND FROM THE
LOS ANGELES,
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
l.Oei) lil'SINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET. LAID OlTT WITH BROAD 60 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAl'TIFl'L LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
PUBLIC
AND GRAND OLD SHADE TREES;
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION'
OF 1,500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELKN PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY loO BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC.
BKLEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FMH'R. WHEAT. WINE BEAN'S AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MUX ICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
TiiiT NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT Hi; ESTIMATED.

N.

M .

IO000o09004KOto0Oee)
eviOCOtvi
l0900000x0KsC

COME

TO BELEH,

OI,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

class, as I have nad fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. Tbe speciflo I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.

with Raaoe

MOTT'S

tt

M auger.

Office, 115 North

Pres.

WM. M. BERGER,

toti a

St

M.

am aoi

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ha&
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
Grain and Fuel.
Thry sr.mmt WealtnMM. Irretn. Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquet
larltv anil onilKliin.,lncr.iw tI or
and Cigars, place jour order Cssl
mn4 haiil.li " imtn. nt tn.nttru- Hun." Tlwjr
I.lf
this line with na.
aiding da.
taglrl. at womanhood, Mirr."
NORTH THIRD STREW,
Yrlupmunt or
and body. No
i

7

ora-tn-

4

known remrrfy r.ir woman aquala
Cannni do hctrm Ufa ba--'.
a tilranr. a) I per hmm
inmt-4il.t t.y
tiv mttll.
K0TT CHEKIOAL
.
BY
ANN
BON.
SALE
'

FOR

17.

th--

dnnlata.
J0.ulaa,u.

-

ft

M.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobaoco,
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
tOO North Broadway, corner of WtyeBfc
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. Ka

i

A. SLEYSTER

REAL ESTATE
PUBLIC.
Room E, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
&
Automatic Telepbone. 174.
FIRB INSURANCE. REAL B3TATH
INSURANCE.

NOTARY

RANKIN

CO.

LOANS.

Antomatlc phone 461.
Room 10, N. T.- - Armljo Bolldlaj. '

L. H, SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gasa)
line and gas store repaired.
Next to 'Walton's drug store. Bouts
Third street.

The New York Saloon and
Copyright

-

--

j

.

.,.

Rooming House

m

315 South Second Street.
HOW ABOUT THAT
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
RANGE OF YOURS? One Block From Depot and TwM
Are you sure It la In good workBlocks From Postoffice.
ing order, and will cook your ThanksP. ZITO, Proprietor.
giving dinner properly? Better be sure
and nave it looked over. Range work
Is our specialty, and one will hare
Em
to be in mighty bad condition If we
cannot make it nearly as good as new.

A.

WALKER,

INSURANCE.
Drop a postal to us, as a little preSecretary Mutual Building Mo"
vention In time may save you and tlon.
7 West rUlin,
Office at
your Thanksgiving dinner from dire
avenue.
disaster.
artterri-m- g
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co tryIf anyor. want results mwant
mi.
Eveniof Citizen

K0KOeseOe04Ks
K0c0e04ec4ce00
A Railway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO BAND OR
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,

LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
PURCHASE
OUR

PRICES

OF

ONE-THIR-

D

S
MONEY CAS.H.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
TWO-THIRD-

Sec'y.

First

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

O. BAMBINI.

YOU

JOHN BECKER,

,

W. E, M AUGER

S,

Im-

Salt Mtatss

8team Sausage Factory.

My merchant tailoring trtop is upEMIL KLEINWORT.
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- Masonic Build In r, North Third Btreef.
nue, where I solicit the patronage, of
the public. All work guaranteed Drat

n

u
n

LATEST

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IK
WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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RAGE EIGHT.
--

BUQUEiQUE

t

EVENING CITIZEN.

Whlttomb, west Tljeras, or with Mrs.
Mlilpi at. the home of Mrs. E. F. Weed
n 8Jvrr avenue, from which places
they Will be distributed by the super
Intenfieht t flower mission work. No-V-f
set
mrer 7th Is the Wedneiday
apar for distribution this month.
Jotnny Mooney, a lad about 12
yearj old, Is minus his bicycle. Last
Regular review of Almo Hive No. nlghtj Blwiit
o'clock.' he left his
1 tomorrow afternoon at Odd Fellow
wncel In ,hp hallway of The Evening
hall.
delivered
CHLkwi building while he
A. II. Hnrrell ihiiic In from Wil
aomei packages. During his absence
wlcyclo
thieves
llnms, Arizona, Sunday on n business one uf the numerous
got awav with the wheel.,. The bike
trip to Albuquerque.
pnlnted
is a Hiiffman niH4e, green
a well bars.4
Dr. William V. Rndcliff,
The police are investigating,
known practising physician of Helen Cnd ir! Is hoped the thief. If captured,
,
wi.i Brve a sentence. In Jail.
John Becker and Carl H. Dalles of
On account "f election Dr. Kaplan's
the John Bicker company, of Helen, class will meet Monday evening (tospent yesterday In the elly.
night! Instead of Tuesday. The folMrs. Rita I,. Mensch unci dutiRhter, lowing courses are open' amf free to
who registers tonight ot
who have In en Traveling extensively everybody
7:30 In the vestry rooms of Temple
In The east, are lit the Alvarado.
Albert, corner of Gold avenue and
I.. It. Biirraclough, conductor on the Seventh
street;
Psychology
and
Helen cutoff has returned to Helen sfi Phychic Culture, History of Jewish
ter brief visit to Albuquerque.
t.tlcrature from close of the Irlble to
the
8. J. Douthltl and wife were among the present time, Lectures on
the guests at the Sturge yesterday Prophetic Books, Course In Hebrew.
They are from Cincinnati, Ohio.

LOCAL. AND

I

i

Stylish Shoes
They fit smoothly, Keep the he'l from slipping up anil down, support the Instep and give comfort to the toes. They how.,to advant- aife the beauty of your foot and .single you out as being up to date.
Only reliable materials and the best workmanship
Is used in
construction,
they
their
well
wear
and
hold their
therefore
and
r'
Hhape. Our prices are very reasonable.
itv, :.

.

.,'

Mtn'

Patent Colt

Shoe....

$3 50.
$2 50 S3 00.
$2 50,
81 75.
00.
$3
$3 50
$2 25- $2 50.
$1 50 $175.

Men's Vicl Kid Shoes
Men's Box Calf Shoes

$2-25- .

'Men's 8atin Calf Shoes
Women's Patent Kid Shoes.
...

I

.Women's Vicl Kid Shoes
Women's Dongola Shoes
Shoes for Boys and Girls

-

. . .

PERSONAL

S3 75 Si OO
S3 50. $4 00
S3 00. $3 50
82 25. S2 50
$4 00. $5 00
$3 00. $3 50

$2 00 $2 25
o $2 50

MONDAY,

may think jou can get
faionf Tery well witha clano hut If
you will consider a moment you will
realize that with a thoroughly good
piano. !n your home there Is musical
enjoyment for you without
end.
A good nlann will mkn
twice as attractive, provide unlimited
pieasurp ror you and your friends, besides furnishing, a safe investment
that bus little depreciation becanse of
the hltfh reputation each make we sell
enjoys.
Isn't,, It a mistake to put off owning a piano any longer, especially
when there Is no reason under the
sun for the delay?
Why should you delay?
Not because ot terms, because we
have Jold yon again and again that
payments may be arranged to meet
your wlheg. Not bpcaus
of any
doubt about the quality of the piano1
you.TUay select, far that Is guaranteed

YOU out

Invest in a new vest
AND NOTE THE INSTANT BETTER.
MENT IN YOUR APPEARANCE

Just in a handsome line of new
I
York--$styles
from New

i

purchased at F. V. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This is because we always procure toe best manufactured.
ve find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.
When

to $4.50

2

WE SELL

by lis.
If there Js any other reason we
don't know of it, ami If you will come
in and tell us what It is we believe
we will be able to clear the difficulty

Hart, SchofTncr & Marx
Suits, Overcoats, Pants

away.
When you next go shopping why
not call here and select the piano that
suits you?
Paul Kempenich, proprietor of the LIVELY LEGAL TILTS IN
Awaiting your call we are
general store at Peralta, spent Sun
Very respectfully,
day among Albuquerque friends.
LEARN A RD & LIXDEMANN,
RUTHERFORD CASE
206 West Gold Avenue.
Workman began kalsomlnlng the in
New Mexico's largest Piano Buyers.
tcrlor of the J. H. O'Reilly company
drug store this morning. The color is
Thomiis Egan of Indianapolis, state
wtite.
IV.
&.
auditor of the Indiana State Life Inmanager
of the surance company, was the chief witHarrv Ohlmeyer,
mmtmll
mnd
Wholmsl0
Tent City band, which performs at ness for the prosecution In the case of
the Coronado hoiel, Coronarto. Calif., the territory against J. B. Rutherford.
arrived at the Alvarado last Saturday The accused Is charged with emlezzl- In the district court this morning lng certain sums of premium money Best American Block
$6.50
Judge Abbott granted a divorce de from the company. Some pretty bits Hard Nut Coal
8.50
cree in the case of Angures rs. An of legal sparring were Indulged in Larger Sizes
9.50
gures on the ground of non support.
when Mr. Egan Went on the stand Domestic Gas Coke
6.00
regarding
admisthis
the
afternoon
Green Mill Wood, per load
United States Deputy Marshal Wil
$2.25
sablliiy
evidence.
of
certain
Dry Mill Wood, per load
Ham Smith has gone to Tucumcarl,
2.75
A lively
tilt between Prosecutor Factory Blocks, per load
where he wlll superintend the trans
3.00
Clancy
and Attorney Klock over the Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
fer of several United States prisoners
of
purporting
a letter
exhibit
to have
in All Sizes.
to Alaniogordo.
been written to the company by Mr. PhonesBlack, 280
Auto.' 416
Miss Bessie Baldrldge entertains
Rutherford ensued and Mr. Klock
cards at her home, 110 South Arno threatered
a subpoena duces
street on next Saturday afternoon for tecum Issuedto tohave
the prosecutor
her visiting friend, .Ming Irina Tas to prodiic-- tiie compel
Mr. Ciancy
letter.
chcr of Chicago.
stated that he was willing to have the
Special communication of Temple letter read If the counsel for the ac
Lodge No. 6, A. F. and A. M., this cused would use Auditor Egan as their
evening at 7:30 p. m. Work in the witness, which would preclude him
F. C. degree. By order of the W. M from afterward attacking the contents
J. C. Ferger, secretary.
of the letttr.
The case will probably not reach
W. K. Rawlins, for years connected
115-11- 7
with the local Postal Telegraph com the jury before ;omorrow.
pany s ofllce but the past yenr connected with the local railroad tele
Rubber Units and rubber alioes in
graph office, Ja again nt the Postal and all sizes for men. women and chilis on night duty.
dren. Also Felt Shoes and Slippers,
The Shamrock foot ball team, which overgaiters and leggings at C. May's
defeated the Menaul Mixtion school shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
team at Traction park Saturday f
With Reservoir ami
ternoon by a score of 2 to 0, have is TOO LATE FOR CL.sC-- ' JrlCATION.
sued a challenge to any team averag FOR RENT Furnished cottage, $12
Warming Oven
lng 160 pounds or less.
per month, S57 North Eighth street.
W. S. Iliff, president of the Albu
WANTED
Position as cook, by
querque Gas, Electric Light and Pow
Inquire at. Los Angeles room
er company and a resident of Denver,
ing house.
left Saturday night for Tucson, Art
Pet water spaniel pnii.
zona. He has been spending a few STRAYED
answering name "Spot." Brown and
days here looking after his local inter
white spots; four months old: last
ests.
seen at. home, 205 South Walter 7
William Horabln.'who was recently
a. m. Sunday. Please advise H. W.
successfully operated upon for appenCantrill, above address.
dicitis, la convalescing at Sr. Joseph's
hospital. Mrs. Morrison, his sister,
FOR A BREAKFAST FOOD TRY
who has been visiting him here, has PEARLS OF WHEAT, FOUND ONLY
returned to her home in San Francis AT MALOY'S.

MORE
WEARING

STYLE,

BETTER FITTING, LONGEST
CLOTHING
MANUFACTURED TODAY.
EVERY GARMENT MADE BY THIS WELL KNOWN
CLOTHING FIRM IS GUARANTEED ALL WOOL.
We have more complete lines and better assortment
of styles this season than ever before.

CO.

SuiU $15.00 to $30.00 Overcoats $12.00 to $28.00

Coal and Coke

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

5, 190fi.

--

H, HAHN

$1-0-

NOVEMBER

Pants $4.00 to $8.00

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

It Will Pay You to Trade With

F. F. TROTTER

i

.

isos.

and 12a South Second street.

118

V

GEO. W. HICKOX.

T. Y. MAYNARD

The' Holidays are rapidly approaching.
None realize this fact more
we, and anticipating a repetlon of the gratifying patronage
accorded us last holidays,, we bave purchased the finest line of Rich
n
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, In
to our usual lines ever known In this city. The goods are on
display in our salesroom. South Second Street, and we cordially invite
your early Inspection. Special attention paid to mail Inquiries.

than do

Co.

Hickox-Maynar- d

New Mexico's

Leading

THE ARCH FRONT.

J

Jewelers

,

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

ALBIIOUEROIIE

HARDWARE

CO.

Focrtii and Railroad Avenue
"

No

I co.
The driving horse of Rev. John
I Barron
became frightened on Gold
W,

tmtssHssasn mbbm

a

avenue Saturday afternoon and start
to run away. As a result the
road wagon to which it was hitched
collided with a telegraph pole, shat
tering one of the wheels and in other
ways damaging the outfit. The horse
was uninjured.
District Clerk John Venable left Saturday night for a two weeks trip to
his former home in Murphysboro, Ills.
While there he will close his business
affairs and complete arrangejnenta for
the removal of his family to Albuquer
que. Miss Holmquist, deputy district
clerk, will be in charge of the office
during his absence.
Mrs. Hiram Hadley is stopping at
the Alvarado. Prof. Hadley, who Is
of public
territorial superintendent
Instruction, accompanied Mrs. Hadley
here from Santa Fe and continued on
south to Las Cruces. Prof. Hadley is
building a home near Mesllla Park,
whicn Is three miles from Las Cruces
and will move there from Santa Fe
at the expiration of his present term
ed.

Waste Fuel

The Wilson Hot Blast Heater is so constructed that it burns into actual heat every ounce of
coal and every hit of gas. There is no waste.
wot only does it cut fuel bills in half,
but it gives greater heating power
than any other heater known
Start a fire in a

WILSON

HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT

"
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tin
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HEATER
and it will be roaring in five minutes.
The perfect damper system enables
you to keep fire for 36 hours.

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

SOLE AGENTS
THE

EVERT
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Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
DlaqionJu. Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
our trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
?c
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Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.
c

MUSIC LESSONS.
Prof. N. DIMauro,
the vljlinl.-t- .
gives lessons on the violin and wau-dollGuaranteed to be the best
teacher in Albuquerque. Anyone de
siring lessons address general deliv
ery, city.

Im- -

WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR- ETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
SEEDLESS
APPLE"
ORCHARD
AT SMALL COST7
N. W. ALGER,
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
be washed over. Imperial Ijun- ry Co.
YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
MAHARAN, 516 WEST RAILROAD.
CLOTHE
YOUR FAMILY
FOR $1
ER WEEK.
Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
Monday, and get it back Wednesday.
mperlal Laundry Co.
o
The Woman's Exchange is the only
place in the city, where you can always buy
d
goods. Try our
ple baked on paprus pie plates. Woman
Exchange. 401 West Railroad
venue.

Try a Pair.

Walkover Shoes $'.50 and $4.00
I'inree Shoes $4.00 and $5.00.
I .. I.. W AMI HI' it x Co

ARTICLES
ABUNDANCE

IN

ASSORTMENT

o
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home-cooke-

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

I
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THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,

n.

We do it right. ROUGH DRY.
perial
Co.

We are agents for this celebrated shoe for men in
this city.
The good dresser appreciates the style, workmanship and wearing qualities of this well known .shoe
$5.50 and $6.00.

LARGE

A

15c

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

NEXT NIGHT.
Krijoy yourself with Mahara's Min
strel .performance and the election
returns at the Elks' opera house Tuesday night.

City.

Stetson Shoes

I0c&

5c,

Q

TO - GRAHAM
BROTHERS'
CLUB' ROOMS AND HEAR THE
ELECTION RETURNS WHICH WILL
BE RECEIVED THERE BY SPECIAL
LEASED WIRE TOMORROW AND
GO

d

4

COOKING

KREAM

PRIVATE SALE.
Furniture for a seven-roohonse.
practically new weather oak, decided- modern in every detail, and iwthout
a marred piece; must be sold between
now and the first of December. The
house Is also new and modern and
of office.
can be rented with the furniture in It;
The funeral of little Alice Draycr,
lire e
now rented to room
daughter of J. W. Draycr of. Ourdon, ers forrooms are
rent more than equal to the
Ark., who died Sunday afternoon at house rent.
A snan
some one
the home of ber grandparents at 620 ust. coming to the city.for Everything
New York avenue, was held this after- Is completly sanitary
and only reason
noon. Rev. Rollins conducted the ser- for selling is that young
couple ownvice and burial was at Rairview ceme- ing the property is going away. Call
tery. Mr. Grayer arrived Saturday at 421
South Third street.
night from Arkansas and was at the
bedside of his daughter when she died.
A SINGLE
FACT IS WORTH A
The funeral was in charge of B. K. SHIPLOAD OF ARGUMENT" AND A
Adams, undertaker.
SINGLE
SEALSHIPT OYSTER IS
The Woman's Chrlxttan Temper- - WORTH A PAGE OF ADVERTISE
TRY ONE THEN YOU'L
ance Union held its regular meeting MENTS.
on Saturday afternoon with Mrs. Mat- - TRY A PINT AND NEVER TRY
TODAY WE
win on South Edith street. On the ANY OTHER KIND.
HAVE
BLUE
POINTS, DIRECT
first Wednesday in each month the FROM
GREAT SOUTH BAY, LONG
association will" distribute cut flowers,
potted plants, fruits or any delicacies ISLAND: COCKTAIL OYSTERS. DI
RECT FROM
VIRGINIA: COUNTS
to the sick of the city and the ladles DIRECT
FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY.
request that those willing to 'help in
SAN JOSE MARKET.
this most commendable
work will
leave their contributions with Mrs.
HONEY
V&ug. 423 South Arno, Mrs. A. M.
Ten pounds of the best extracted
Sixty-pounonev, fl.
can for $5.
4-4- 4- - 4 4 4 4 4
Order by postal. W. P. Allen. Box 202
4 4

4

UNO

STOVES

$18.00 and up

Jhp-anes-

tor Rmpatra

nd in Your Watch

Bmtwn Railroad and Ccpptr A ve.

STEEL RANGES

addl-ditio-

The

NORTH FIRST STREET

Round

0

Oak,

national

and

Peninsular

Heating Stoves.

COAL HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING

WHITNEY COMPANY,
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
PLUMBERS AND
TINNERS
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PURE FOOD
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Winchester Arms and Ammanltlofi,
nercdle Pender and High Explosives.

AgcfllK

Albuquerque, New Mexico

BLUE POINTS
i

the aristocracy among oysters
equal them in delicacy
MaT'lKtTI'IITt.lill)'
of flavor or in the purity of their
white meat. They demand higher prices,
as they are considered by epicures to be
the choicest oysters obtainable. The only Blue Point beds in the
United States are located in the Great South Bay, on the south shore
of Long Island. This bay is fed by the waters of the Atlantic and by
numerous streams of cold, sparkling spring water. There are no cities
or factories along this shore, so that the water is entirely pure and free
from contamination.
'
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NORTHPORT SELECTS
These oysters closely reseniole the Blue Point In their delicacy of flavor and plump, uhlte meat;
but are much larger, and come from the north shore of Long Inland Instead of the aouth Bhore, the
home of the Blue Point.
Northport Selects are ued by all the best hotels and reataurants here a large oyster Is desired and are considered to be without a peer in their own class. These oysters are of tho National
Oyster Carrier Company's own raising.
We use the Sealshipt Carriers, so that we receive them at our store in ai perfect a condition
as when they leave the shell.
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COLOMBO

HALL

Admission

50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free
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